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Summary. - This paper analyses the initial conditions for development facing post-colonial
African nations, outlines alternative- development strategies followed by different groups of
countries and assesses the consequences for growth and poverty alleviation. On the basis of this
diagnosis the paper outlines a number of policy priorities for the future including greater re-
search, extension and infrastructure support for smallholder agriculture, an improvement in the
overall structure of incentives in favour of agriculture, a more realistic urban formal sector wage
structure to reduce rural-urban migration and foster a more internationally competitive manu-
facturing sector, and greater emphasis on surplus generation through government budgets and
parastatal enterprises.

1. THE HISTORICAL LEGACY tropical Africa tended to be light, low in plant
nutrients, easily leached by heavy rains and

A good development economist should also be scorched by the sun, the farmers adjusted to
something of an applied historian of economic these natural deficiencies by resorting to
thought (Myint). shifting cultivation, usually based on slash-and-

burn techniques. In most parts of the savannah
and bush country shifting cultivation was facili-

(a) The pre-colonial setting tated by the virtually limitless supply of land.
The system discouraged pernmanent individual

The researches of the Leakey family and rights in land, When communities moved, indi-
others indicate that man's origins may be found vidual farmers could stake out their new fields
in East Africa. But after the species had spread with family labour as the chief defining con-
to other continents, sub-Saharan Africa was in- straint. Communities were typically delineated
creasingly isolated from land masses to the by kinship. A political concomitant of shifting
north and east by the spread of deserts across cultivation was that chiefship tended to be over
Sahara and Arabia. Toynbee (1964) has ob- people rather than land (Goody, 1971). With
served, 'Geography kept sub-Saharan Africa out one or two prominent exceptions (Ethiopia for
of the history of civilization . . . The desert in example), European-style feudalism based on
the north, the falls at the mouth of the rivers land-scarcity was unknown.' In addition to this
which prevented navigation, isolated Africans dominant mode of farming, other types of agri-
and deprived them of the mingling of peoples culture were practiced by nomadic herdsmen,
which produces civilization.' The 1 5th century like the Somali and Masai.
(A.D.) witnessed the first major contacts be- While the agricultural subsistence economy
tween sub-Saharan African societies and the was dominant, commerce was nourished by,
mercantilist European nations, which were and in turn nurtuired, the West African medieval
destined to leave their colonial imprint on empires of the Niger bend (such as Ashanti,
Africa. It is a good point of departure to sketch Dahomey, Mali, Benin), which flourished ca
some salient aspects of contemporary African l4thx-19th centuries. Some of these empires
economic and social organization and outline
their evolution under the influence of growing *The views and interpretations in this document are
commercial and political contact with Europe. those of the author and should not be attributed to

The overwhelming majority of Africans were the World Bank, to its affiliated organizations, or to
engaged in subsistence farming. As most soils of any individual acting on their behalf.
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110 WORLD DEVELOPMENT

were founded on the long-distance trade which conflicts with ELuropean encroacnment (Goody,
took gold, ivory and slaves from West Africa 1971).
across the Sahara to the Maghreb and Europe in The advent of European mercantilistintejests
return for salt, cloth and beads. Profits from on the west coast of Africa in the 1 5th century
the trade not only sustained some of the states, had profound consequences. First, the existing
but also nurtured craftsmen (jewellers, weavers, overland trade links were gradually supplanted,
iron-workers, potters, masons, carpenters), who in relative significance, by the European-con-
met the local needs of the better-off merchants trolled maritime commerce linking the West
and nobility. There was, however, no universal African coast to Europe, as well as points on
link between the growth of commerce and the the West African coast to each other. In part,
rise of structured state systems (Duignan and this reorientation of trading patterns was due
Gann, 1975). Sometimes, as in Benin, the rulers to the economic superiority of the new sea-
derived power and profit from their control borne commerce over the land routes. But
over long-distance exchange. At other times sometimes it was helped along by the use of
state power relied less on the cash nexus and superior force to disrupt the existing trade
more on protection offered their subjects, route.2 Thus, early in history, a pattern was set
favours and a variety of religious, judicial and which would inexorably strengthen the econ-
political services. Conversely, commerce did not omic links between Africa and Europe, while
always require strong state systems. Further- inducing the gradual atrophy of intra-African
more, while commerce was usually impelled by economic ties (Rodney, 1972). Second, during
economic motives, kinship and tribal affiliations the 16th and 17th centuries the growing influx
often influenced its course more than pure of European manufactures, especially textiles,
market principles. Finally, while the trade in pre-empted the market for local African crafts-
commodities was responsive to supply and de- men and may well have induced a situation of
mand, land and labour were seldom allocated 'technological arrest' amongst the local fledg-
through markets. From the viewpoint of ling manufacturers (Rodney, 1972).
long-run economic development, the West Probably, the most profound immediate
African long-distance trade suffered from one consequence of Ellropean mercantilism was the
grievous handicap: it relied much too heavily massive boost it gave to the slave trade. Slavery
on wasting assets like gold, ivory and slaves, and had existed for many centuries and in many
very little on production. forms.4 The pre-l5th century growth of long-

In comparison with contemporary Europe distance commerce and associated gold-mining
and Asia, one aspect of sub-Saharan African had undoubtedly increased slavery. But pre-
societies is sharply silhouetted: their techno- colonial Africa had never developed large-scale
logical backwardness. Some key examples will plantation economies. The European conquest
suffice. One Bronze Age invention which was of the New World led to the institution, in the
prevalent throughout Eurasia, the plough, had Americas and West Indies, of large tropical-crop
not yet reached sub-Saharan Africa (except plantations (sugar, tobacco, cotton, coffee),
Ethiopia). This meant animal power could not which were sustained by one of the most mass-
be harnessed to farming. More generally, animal ive and cruel forced migrations of recorded his-
traction was little used in sub-Saharan Africa. tory. Anywhere between 10 and 15 million cap-
In part this was due to the high incidence of tives may have been shipped across the Atlantic
fly-borne, draft-animal-killing diseases like in the course of the four centuries during which
trypanosomiasis. But it is also attributable to a the trade flourished (Duignan and Gann, 1975;
more general lacuna in adopting the wheel to its Kamarck, 1971). Uncounted millions more lost
numerous potential uses, including harnessing their lives in slave raids and during transship-
wind and water power and as an integral ele- ment, Aside from the excruiciating human cost
ment in various irrigation devices. While the to those directly afflicted, the far-reaching con-
technique of iron-smelting is known to have sequences of the slave trade have been sum-
reached Meroe in Northern Sudan as early as marized thus by one experienced and sober
the 6th century B.C. and to have spread to analyst of Africa (Kamarck, 1971, p. 8): 'It
other parts of Africa subsequently, the level of drew off from the continent human beings at
craft skills in iron-working ca 16th--18th cen- their most productive ages. Worse still, it en-
turies was not yet adequate to localize the manu- couraged tribe to fight tribe and encouraged
facture of muskets brought by the Europeans conflicts within tribes. Finally, and perhaps
(this contrasts with experience of contempor- most inmportantly, any advantages that Africa
ary Japan and Sri Lanka). This was to place derived from contact with the rest of the world
Africans at a serious disadvantage in their the leaming of some skills, the intro(luction
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of new foods such as maize and manioc - were force and the founding of the infrastructure of
more than offset by the slave trade's plunging modern economic states. In their territorial ex-
vast stretches of Africa into anarchy. Whatever pansion in quest of commercial opportunities
else economic development requires, it does and minerals the European chartered companies
need a basic minimum of personal security.' In and concessionaries, in collaboration with their
addition this vast expansion of the slave trade imperial mother-nations, fought bloody battles
retarded the evolution of African wage labour of subjugation. Nor did they hesitate to use
and labour-enhancing technical innovations. forced African labour in exploiting the newly-

The final consequence of Europe's I Sth- opened mines, collecting and transportingivory,
century coming to Africa was that it led, step by rubber and timber, and building the great new
inexorable step, to the extension of European railways. On the other hand, colonial rule put
military and political domination over the con- an end to slavery and slave-raiding. And the
tinent, culminating in the 1880s 'scramble for railways and roads did get built. Though some-
Africa', when the continent was comprehen- times they were built for strategic purposes,
sively carved up among the rival European they inevitably opened up vast tracts of African
powers. Though the volume of trade increased hinterland and gave an enormous fillip not only
gradually after the 15th century, European to the European-controlled mining, but also to
involvement in sub-Saharan Africa until the African commercial agriculture. 7 Given the
1870s remained limited to the peripheries5 (ex- earlier paucity of wheeled transport, and the
cept for the migration to the Cape Colony which susceptibility of pack animals to fly-borne
began in the 17th century). Europeans con- diseases, the impact of railways and lorries on
trolled small coastal, trading enclaves through a African economic development was enormous
form of 'informal empire' based on gunboats (however, there were some adverse conse-
and consuls. In the 1870s a number of develop- quences in the form of a m.nre rapid spread of
ments precipitated a much keener imperial com- communicable diseases, including some Euro-
petition for territory. A vast new market for pean imports that were new to Africa). 8 New
palm-kernels was opened by a French scientist's crops, like cocoa, sisai and cotton, were intro-
discovery of margarine. In the Cape Colony the duced and propagated (Yudelman, 1975). A
Kimberly vein of diamonds was discovered. The start was made with public health facilities to
steamship came of age as a low-cost, long- control the effects of diseases affecting man
distance carrier of bulk commodities, and was and livestock, Schools were built, with the
adapted for inland river navigation. In East and missionaries taking the lead. Above all, once the
Central Africa the European explorations in colonizing cotnflicts had been fought to their
quest of the source of the Nile opened up new conclusion, the system provided the minimum
horizons for adventure and annexation. Finally, of public security necessary for economic devel-
imperialism became a rallying cry in the dom- opment. In sketching some of the lasting ele-
estic politics of European nations, thus lending ments of the colonial imprint it is useful to
support to the European merchant houses deploy Kilby's (1975) distinction between two
seeking greater political expansion to consoli- types of experience:
date their expanding commercial interests
against rival European traders and African (i) the 'white-settler colonies' of East and
brokers. The nmarriage of political expediency (Central Africa; and
and comnmnercial gain was exemplified in the (ii) the peasant economies of West Africa.
large, new, monopolistic, chartered companies (i) The 'wliite-settler colonies'
which attempted to fuse commerce and govern- There are at least three major (listinguishing
ment at no cost to the imperial nation, 6 While characteristics of the ecoionomic evolutioin of the
many of these conmpaanies failed to make much 'white-settler' colonies, as exenip-lifed by Kenya
profit for most of their sharelholdIers (though and Southern Rhodesia. First, the deveclopment
company officials were often enriched), they of African commercial agr-iculture was retarded,
succeeded in their primary objective of bringing at least until the early I 950s, when the policy
vast tracts of the African hinterland under was reversed. European settlers, in conjunction
Furopean imperial doomination. with the colonial administration, deployedm pol-

icies of land alienation (and the associated c-on-
cept of 'African reserves't, discriminatory oritn-

(b) The impact of colonialisin (1890- 1960) tation of government mesearel, credit and
extension services, manipulations of prices and

The early years of colonial rule were charac- imarkets, and outright bans on African farming
terized by a mixture of brutal application of of certain crops, to develop and maintain the
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profitability of European farms. The 'African these economies. As Bauer (1975, p. 645)reserves' served as pools of wage labour to the notes:
European farms. Africans were induced to work From the 1930s to wel into the 1950s, the major(after forced labour had been phased out by the beneficiaries of trading and processing in East andernd of World War I) through the need to pay Central Africa were expatriates . . . The cost wastaxes levied on them and the concomitant denial invariably borne by the would-be entrants excludedof cash farming opportunities. In Kenya, Afri- from these activities, and by thc unorganizedcans were prohibited from growing coffee until farmers and consumers whose terms of trade were1948-1949, and dairy cattle were strongly dis- worsened . . . Under African conditions, the fam-couraged by withholding essential veterinary iLiar effects of such a maze of restrictions wereservices until 1955 (Heyer, 1976).10 It was only pronounced: fragmentation of the econonmy; re-in the 1950s that the restrictions on African striction on the movement of people and com-u sh i modities; retardation of the spread of the exchangefarmners were lifted and state support shifted n economy; obstruction of the establishmiient andtheir direction (in the form of the Swynnerton extension of low-cost producers; provocation ofPlan). The result was a rapid growth in African political tension; retardation of capital formationagricultural output. By way of contrast, in and the emergence and extension of corruption.Uganda, where the settler farming community

was much less influential, African farmi-g of (ii) The peasant economies of West Africacotton was encouraged from the early 1900s. The outstanding differentiating character-Here, the dis'criminatory power of the state was istic of the West African peasant economies wasaimed more at the Asian traders (the middle- the lynclh-pin role of African farmers through-men between the African producers and the out the colonial period. Except for a few plan-European ginners), who responded by switching tations in the Ivory Coast, Liberia and Nigeria,from trade to ginning and other indusifal the market-oriented pro(LuCttion of both exportactivities (Kilby, 1975). crops and foodstuffs was in the hands ofSecond, local industry began much earlier African peasants. This had three major econ-in the settler colonies than in the peasant econ- omic consequences. First, by the miid-20thomies of West Africa. One general reason seems century the average West African peasant fromto have been the pro-industrialization influence the Gold Coast (Ghana), the Ivory Coast,of a resident European population which Nigeria or Senegal enjoyed a much higher stan-possessed the necessary technical, managerial dard of living than his counterpart in East andand entrepreneurial skills, the requisite contacts ('entral Africa (except for some regions ofwith home-based firms and the political lever- Uganda). Second, this long history of com-age to influence the colonial administration to mercial farming providled the experience necess-grant support and protection to nascent indus- ary for large numbers of Africans gradually totrial activities. There were, of course, also indi- move into wholesale and retail trade, transportvidual factors like the Ugandan Asian reaction and various artisan activities. Third, amongstto trading restrictions (noted above) and the the African farming population there evolved apioneering industrialization role of the British much higher degree of economic differentiationSouth Africa Company in Southern Rhodesia than in East and Central Africa.(Kilby, 1975). In these economies, where local While the colonial period was marked by aindustry (albeit controlled either by Europeans prolonged agricultural boom, industrializationor Asians) had an early start, the disruption of lagged. Thle share of manufacturing in nationalltrade caused by World War II gave a major product has been estimiiate(d to be as low asimport-substituting boost to industrialization. 0.6I. in 1950 (Nigeria) and 0.4%, in 1954 (theThird, the settler colonies were generally Gold Coast), comlpared to 8.)' in Kenya andcharacterized by a more venerable tradition of 7.2"; in Uiganda in 1954 ( Kill)),, 1975, p. 475).state intervention in the econorny. From the The buoyant agricultu'ral recordl nmeanit thatearliest years of British colonial rule in East and lack of domestic demand could not be a plaiii-Central Africa restrictions were imliposed on the ible explanation. The answer adduced by econ-number and nationality of traders allowed to omic historians to account for the situation isoperate in specified areas. State rmoniopolies the highly monopolistic character of the ex-over export crops were set up. Restrictions port import trade in these economies. As earlywere imposed on who might sell what to whom. as 1930, four companies accounted for 6 01; ofIndustrial licensing, currency restrictions, trade the export- import trade.12 The mionopolisticcontrols and tariffs proliferated. World War II position was strengtlhened and preserved throighgreatly increased the variety and intensity of to the mid-I 950s and was successfuilly delplo'yedthe colonial administration's intervention in to disCourage any local inanufactu.rer from
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hiving off any significant share of the market. the welfare of Africans became a more explicit
The dominant interests of the export-import concern of colonial policies. Expenditure on
firms were strengthened by interlocking con- African-oriented agricultural support services
nections with freight lines and banking houses increased and besides a few large, ill-conceived,
(Kilby, 1975). Nor was there any white-settler and widely publicized attempts at large-scale
population of consequence to exert the pro- mechanization (the Kongwa scheme in former
industrialization supply-side pressures which Tanganyika, the Casamance groundnut scheme
existed in East and Central Africa. After the in Senegal), there were serious though un-
mid-1950s there was a massive spurt in indus- equally successful efforts at organizing African
trialization, when the surge in imports broke farmers at village level for productive and dis-
down the old oligopolistic barriers around the tributive purposes ('co-operatives', 'societ6s de
import trade and induced a series of market- pr6voyance', 'paysannats indigenes' etc.). Also,
protecting local industrial investments by the the state surpassed missionaries in social welfare
previously dominant trading firms (Kilby, expenditures on schools and liospitals although
1969, 1975). these continued to be located mainly in urban

State intervention in the West African econ- areas. In the 'white-settler colonies', the bulk of
omies took a quantum leap with the outbreak state interventions continued to benefit dispro-
of World War II. The most influential instru- portionately the most influential local group,
ments were the state export monopolies. In- namely the colonial expatriates in farming,
itially introduced to avert the price collapse commerce, industry and government.
threatened by war-induced shipping scarcities, The post-war era was also one of intensified
these marketing boards soon became permanent state intervention in trade and money. Typi-
and powerful instruments of agricultural tax- cally, there was the increase in licensing, con-
ation, notwithstanding the offical lip-service trols, marketing boards etc., that we have ob-
paid to their price-stabilization aims. The served earlier. Thlere was also a niore formal
boards had far-reaching political and economic implementation of 'imperial prelerences' of
consequences extending well beyond the col- various kinds, especially in the Franc lone area.
onial era. 'rhe massive rents extracted by some This resulted in trade arrangeniients especially
of these boards soon became targets for cor- advantageous to exports from the 'Ine6tropole'
ruption and were used, in turn, to finance over- in terms of the degree of tariff preference ac-
manning, political activities and other parasitic corded to their exports of mlanufactures, and
tendencies (Bauer, 1954, 1975). beneficial to the colonies in terms of stable

prices and assured-markets for their primary(iii) WVorld Wtar II and after prodiucts. Thle systemii eventually entailed some
World War TI witnessed an enormous in- painful, thotiugl genterally gradual, adjustmiielnts

crease in the responsibilities and roles of govern- to world market conditions in the first years
ment in the Allied nations of the West. This following independence. But it also had favour-
trend found reflection in much more actively able lasting effects, notably among former
developrnent-oriented policies of the colonial French colonies, in the form of regional and
administrations. This was the periotd when subregional common markets and common cur-
'colonial planning' effectively took shape as a rency arrangements that have been instrumnenital
restult, gen-rally, of a mixture of efforts by the to this dlay in facilitating movement of goods
local (or federal) authorities to express their and people alike, and ninimiiizing balance-of-
needs in a more explicit form, and by the metro- payments problems among members that have
politan powers to integrate capital outlays for adhiered to the Frane area system.
overseas territories in their own national plans.
This was particularly true for the French
colonies and soniewhat less so for the Blriti',h.
F urtlhernmore, finiancial aidi in the f'ornm-r was (c) Initial conditions at independence
always exclusively in the form of grants an(d

:uasi-grants, whereas loans, mlostly on soft Most of the sub-Salharan African countries
terms, were the rule in the latter. In both cases attaine(d political independlenice in the late
net financial flows were decidely from the 1950)s and early l')9t)s. As a generally applic-
centre to the periphery, but situations varied able approximation 1960 is the wvatershed year.
and local expenditure was sometimes financed What were the economically salient features of
mainly through local taxation. Investrnent was the legacy these countries receive(d at indepen-
mainly oriented toward infrastructuire, es- dence? This subsection attempts to sketch an
pecially highways and ports. At the same time answer.
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(i) Natural resources The tropical climates of sub-Saharan Africa
The majority of these countries were blessed also constrain human endeavour. First, the high

with relatively favourable arable-land-to-popu- heat and humidity directly engender lassitude,
lation ratios at independence. Howe;, the and perhaps even loss of mental initiative.' 3 Sec-
quality of land was typically poor because of ond, tropical climates are very hospitable hosts
the interactions of topography and climate. In to a formidable range of parasitic and infectious
about three-quarters of sub-Saharan Africa diseases, which exact an enormous toll in mor-
rainfall is scanty. Where rainfall is bountiful, bidity and death (once again, the absence of win-
year-to-year fluctuations are great, and the intra- ter, as a natural killer of vector-borne diseases,
season pattern frequently uneven and unpredict- is a significant factor). The most well-known of
able; both aspects hinder rainfed agriculture. these scourges are bilharzia, malaria, riverblind-
Across most of sub-Saharan Africa soils are de- ness, sleeping sickness, parasitic worms, yellow
rived from old acid parent rock which is poor in fever, cholera and leprosy.
calcium and plant nutrients. And if green cover Minerals were an important magnet drawing
is removed, the high heat of the tropical sun colonialists to Africa. But their recent and fore-
and/or heavy spasmodic rainfall easily threaten seeable role in economic development is limited
the thin layer of humus on which plant life de- to a handful of countries where the known
pends. When that happens the soils readily tum mineral resources are concentrated: Zambia,
into infertile laterite (Kamarck, 1971, pp. 129- Zaire, Botswana, Gabon, Sierra Leone and
130). There are, of course, significant excep- Southern Rhodesia. And while minerals have
tions to this endowment of poor soils, in the provided large flows of rent income to these
shape of the rich volcanic soils in some Fast countries, their exploitation has also been
African highlands and the alluvial clays of the associated with massive distortions of the dom-n-
coastal plains. Finally, tropical heat and absence estic wage strLuctire, which have tendedl to
of frost permit life and reproLduiction of bacteria, retardl the developmiient of non-mineral sectors.
insects and plants to go on throughout the year,
thus enormously cormplicating the problems of (ii) Human resoulrces
pest and weed control. In Karmarek's words For miost stib-Saharan African countries the
(1976, p. 17), 'The great executiioner of nature, colonial heritage of trained indigenous man-
winter, is absent'. power was abysmally small. The rapidi develop-

Table 1. Lducation indicators for 19 6 0

Fnrolment in
I;nrolment in FInrolment in higher cducation
primary scllool seconclary school as '. of population

as % of age grouip as " of age group aged 20 24

Selected African countries

Ghana 59 3 tI
Guinea 30 2
Ivory (Coast 46 2 (.)
Mali 7 2
I thiopia 5 1 (.)
Kenya 47 2
Malawi 63 1
Sudan 25 3 (.)
Tanzania 24 2
Zaire 60 3
Zambia 48 1

Olther countries

Brazil 9.5 11 2
India 41 23 2
Pakistan 30 11 1
Philippines 95 26 13
Thailand 136 8 2
Turkey 75 14 3

Source: WVorld Dev,elopment Indicators, 197 8, Table 18.
Note: .. indicates not available: (.) indicates less thlian 0.5',.
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ment of schooling facilities after World War II Asians; these minorities were also important in
had ensured that the primary-school enro'lment trade and small-scale manufacturing enterprise.
ratios of 1960 were not dramatically lower than
in other developing countries (Table 1). But the (iii) Economic structure
record on secondary and higher-level education At independence, almost all the sub-Saharan
was much more stark. As for Africans with ex- African nations were small open economies
perience in administrative, managerial, financial with foreign trade accounting for 20%,o or more
and technical pursuits, the cadres were ex- of national product. Typically the export trade
tremely thin. was characterized by heavy dependence on a

Quite apart from formally trained manpower, few primary commodities. Except in the miner-
the indigenous populations of the -.ewly inde- al-producing countries, these primary commodi-
pendent African states were endowed with very ties were agricultural items like coffee, cocoa,
limited entrepreneurial heritages. In East and tea, palm-oil, cotton, oilseeds and sisal. There
Central Africa, commerce, finance and industry were few inter-industry links, since the over-
had been almost exclusively the preserve of w; elming bulk of the processing of the export-
Europeans, Asians and Arabs. Though the latter aole agricultural surplus had been conducted in
two were frequently discriminated against the imperial, importing nations. Barring the
(socially and economically) by the Europeans mineral producers, agriculture was the domi-
from the imperial nations, from the vantage nant sector, accounting for 40 60'%, of national
point of African nationalists they were usually product, withi half or more of value-added being
perceived as being closely associated with the generated in subsistence activities, which pro-
colonial power structure [see, for example, vided means of livelihood to the majority of the
Mamdani (1976) on Uganda]. Consequently, population. The modern infrastructure of rail-
the post-colonial potential of these entrepren- ways, roads, banks, power and water utilities
eurial, ethnic minorities has been bedevilled by and commercial networks buttressed and ser-
political uncertainties. African participation in viced the links between the productive cash
industry, in particular, was almost non-existent. economy (commercial farms, plantations and
After 60 years of colonial rule the most 'ad- mines) and the former metropolitan nations
vanced' economies of Kenya, Uganda and which purchased its produce in return for
Southern Rhodesia boasted not one African- manufactured producer and consumer goods
owned-and-operated enterprise with more than necessary for the sustenance and expansion of
10 employees. the local monetized economy. Urban communi-

The entrepreneurial heritage in some of the ties were small, but usulally growing rapidly.14

West African economies was more promising. Aside from this pattern of phvsical infra-
The long exposure of Africans to commercial structure and commercial/financial links, col-
farming and then commerce had begun to onial rule bequeathed two other economic char-
spawn significant numbers of small African en- acteristics that were to prove significant for
terprises engaged in the craft trades of tailoring, subsequent development. First, at the end of
woodworking, goldsmithing and motor repair, their day the colonial administrations loomed
as well as more mainstream manufacturing large in the economic life of these nations, not
activities like baking, printing, bottling, saw- only in national accounting terms, but also in
milling, soapmnaking and even manufacture of the scope of activities they controlled through
electric motors. The heritage was, of course, legislation, administrative fiat and extra-
unevenly distributied with Nigeria, Ghana and government public agencies like the marketing
Senegal leading the field (De Wilde, 1971). boards. Second, the mididle and upper levels of
Studies of backgrounds of these African entre- wage and salary scales of the colonial public sec-
preneurs point up the importance of a family tor were designed to facilitate recruitnment from
history of exposure to and participation in the the colonial nations and were thus set according
non-farm cash economy, thus supporting the to prevailing payscales in those coulitries; they
presumption that trading and artisan activities bore no sensible relationship to the average
provide important (perhaps necessary) learning standard of living in the African nations. Thus,
opportunities in the transition from peasant agri- it was commonplace to see ratios of 30 or 50 to
culture to industrial entrepreneurship (Harris, I between top public service salaries and average
1971; Rowe, 1970; and Kilby, 1975). Large- (or legal minimum) wvages of unskilled labour,
and medium-scale enterprise remained a pre- which was in marked contrast to the ratios of 4
serve of European conglomerates and ethnic or 5 to 1 to be found in Great Britain or the
minorities such as Levantines, Greeks and United States (Kamarck, 1971, p. 74). The in-
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appropriate structure of public incomes was traditional (largely tribal and in rural settings)
compounded by policies with regard to per- moral restraints without there being time enough
quisites such as housing and car subsidies. This to nurture new supratribal loyalties and obli-
sort of inappropriateness also spilled over into gations to the institutions of the modern state,
excessively high design standards for public thus leading to a situation of 'moral disorien-
services such as water, lighting, health and tation', conducive to unrestrained and highly
housing. In part this reflected the transplant of individualistic pursuit of wealth and power
colonial standards; it may also have been due to through any means at hand. Indeed, he sees
the absence of local 'intermediate technology' some of the modern African state apparatuses
practices, itself the result of the earlier history as not much more than arenas where protag-
of 'technological lag', cited previously. onists compete for private enrichment through

the manipulation of administrative rules and
(iv) Institutional heritage powers of government. This is probably too ex-

Perhaps the strongest and most lasting insti- treme a view. It may be more appropriate to
tutional bequest of colonialism was the concept recognize that since independence there has
and practices of a nation state, which tran- been a race to instil and nurture the notions of
scended ethnic and kinship ties. This is not to supratribal loyalties and ethics before custom-
belittle the role of the African nationalist move- ary webs of obligation won out (or crumbled
ments which helped to bring about indepen- too early), a race which may have been tempo-
dence, but rather to recognize that the crystal- rarily lost or won in some countries, but which
lization of such nationalist sentiments and has almost nowhere been run to a finish.
politic4l parties were spurred in many cases by Colonial rule not only left behind the large
the fact of colonial rule.15 It is also to recognize new apparatuses of modern states, but also a
that the geographic boundaries of the sub- lieritage (especially from the last two deca(les
Saharan African states were usually the acci- of imlperial rule) of public intervention to solve
dents of colonial history, and frequently not perceived problems of the poplllaCe. To skoTne
congruent with any indigenouis cultural and extent the latter-day paternalismii of colonial
linguistic demarcations. Nationhood, in the administrations bred, amongst the afrected
form of the apparatus and practices of a modem populace, a syndrome of dependency towa7d
state, came to Africa very fast and created for- the state in respect of free (or subsidized) ser-
midable new challenges to expand traditional vices such as schools, hospitals, water, sewer-
loyalties, which tended to be limited to kinship age, roads, lighting and housing. While these
groups and tribes, to embrace the nation. In public benefits had been mainly limited to
this sense the advent of statehood frequently urban comnrmiunities during colonial times (not
preceded the crystallization of a full-blown incidentally because that is where most of the
national consciousness. This had important con- imperial rulers lived!), with independence the
sequences for the functioning of modern econ- expectation of such benefits spread far wider to
omic institutions, pre-eminent among which the much ni -re numerous rural populations.
was the government: to the extent moral loyal- This 'consumptionist' approach to public ser-
ties and allegiances commanded by tribe and vices was a colonial heritage with major post-
kinship group exceeded those extended to pub- colonial consequences.
lic institutions, to that extent the workings of
the latter were swayed more by these trad-2
itional ties than by the assumptions of national, -. DIVELOPUIlNT POTFINTIAL,
'professional' or institutional loyalties upon STRAIF (Y AN D F,XP F K I f N CF.
which these institutions were founded. Visitors
to some countries of Africa are impressed by (a) Initial potelditifals cmuloj'nr'nt
the volume and prevasiveness of brhbery and potential
corruption. But as Andreski (1968, p. 101) has Before undertakiing a summary review of the
pointed out, much of this can be explained as developnment policies and experiences of the
'solidaristic graft', where the individual under- post-independence period, it would be useful to
takes illegal actions to conform with the moral sketch some generalizations regarding the man-
obligations of benefiting his kinship group, ner in which the heritage of initial conditions
whether in the form of allocating licences, pub- affected the developnment potential and policy
lic jobs, or other forms of patronage. choices of the sub-Saharan African countries.

Andreski (1968) has gone much further and Some of these interactions will be explored
argued that the hurried onset of statehood and more fully later in this paper. At this point only
very rapid urbanization has severely diluted the some rather bald assertions (in some cases,
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speculations) will be offered, the main objective reliance on expatriate manpower (with its auraof which is to buttress the intuitively plausible of neocolonialism). In addition expatriate
claim that initial conditions (which are them- recruitment at internationally competitive pay-selves a cumulation of past history) exercise scales made it politically difficult for Africansubstantial influence on subsequent feasible governments to compress the inherited (anddevelopment paths. highly distorted) public pay structure from the

First, over large tracts of sub-Saharan Africa top.
(especially in East a nd Central Africa, but also Fourth, this inherited and inappropriate
including the Sahel countries of West Africa) public pay structure exacted significant tolls inthe relatively poor natural endowment of soils efficiency and equity.
and climates and the rather skewed networks of Fifth, the paucity of African participation intransport, credit and extension services, which the modern private sector, especially industry,were inherited, constituted major hindrances to tilted all development policy choices heavily
dynamic agricultural development. This did not towards 6tatist modes, since the newly indepen-mean that rapid and sustained agricultural dent state tended to be the most Africanized
growth could not occur, but rather that it part of the modern economy.
would usually be unrealistic tu expect it until Sixth, the typical dependence on a few pri-investment and experience in agricultural re- mary product exports meant that these econ-search and extension had generated crop var- omies were subject to large fluctuations inieties adapted to local conditions, appropriate foreign exchange earnings (due to variations inweed and pest control measures had been estab- both price and output) and, in some cases,lished to protect crops, and the somewhat faced secular declines in their commodity termsskewed inheritance of supporting infrastructure of tra(le. B3otl features created severe problems
(transport, credit etc.) broadened to facilitate for economic management.
the economic activity of the majority of the Finally, the legacy of a 'consumptionist' atti-population. The agenda for action was particu- tude towards public services, noted earlier,larly urgent for foodcrops for which the history placed heavy pressure for rapid expansion ofof research, extension and supportive infrastruc- gioverninent public services, which tended toture was weak, even in the agriculture-oriented reduce pubiic savings, especially where thecoastal economies of West Africa. Otherwise expenditure costs of increases in facilities werethe low factor productivity in foodcrops would compounded by 'oi'erdesigning' predilections.
act as a brake on both cash crop development
and industrialization (Lewis, 1977). (b) D)eelopment strategies

Second, though land was frequently of poor
quality, its relative abundance in relation to In attempting to review the post-indepen-
population allowed a low-level subsistence (deice development policies and experience oflivelihood to be reaped 'easily' (relative, say, to the sub-Saharan countries, an analyst is immedi-South Asian economies), except, of course, ately confronted by the enormous variety ofwhen stochastic scourges such as droughts or policy choices and diversity of results. To dolocusts intervened. This tended to ensure a high justice to this richness of experience would'reservation price' for rurally located labour require a separate study of each of 40 odd
during the early efforts at industrialization and countries. However, the high degree of abstrac-fostered tendencies towardis 'eirctlzatory migra- tion necessary in a paper as short and broad-tion' (rural -- urban - rural), which inhibited ranging as this one can also be a virtue, since itthe developnment of a pernmanent industrial forees a search for the coin lmonalities in policieslabiouir force (1i-kan, 1967).16 The relatively and experience. It is rmainly tlhrouighi the strivinghigh wages paid (which usually became en- for valid generalizations that an understanding
shrined in minimum wage legislation at some of the development process is enhanced. It ispoint) to attract and hold an urban labour force this kind of argument wvhuicli must excuse thesUCceeded, but at wage levels which inhibited somnetinmes glib (and arbitrary) use of the notionexport prospects in labour-intensive manufac- 'development strategy' in this section.
turing. To bring some kind of order to the under-

Third, the acute scarcity of African technical3, lyir g diversity two broad types of developmentmanagerial and administrative cadres constrained strategy are distinguished. Before outliningthe yields on all projects and programmes and their distinctive features it is as well to have thefrequently confronted governments with the caveats up front (rather than in footnotes).unenviable choice between rapid Africanization F;irst, in several countries it would be a travesty(with its attendant loss in efficiency) and heavy to impose the notion of a development strategy
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on the congeries of ad hoc policies adopted. label merits some qualification. Virtually all
Second, in some countries where a coherent sub-Saharan African governments were highly
strategy existed in theory it was swiftly over- interventionist, though the 6tatist ones were
taken by the pressure of short-term internal and considerably more so, especially regarding the
external events in practice. Third, hardly any degree of state ownership of productive enter-
country followed pure versions of either strat- prises. Perhaps the crucial distinguishing charac-
egy; the relevant strategy was usually leavened teristic of the 'market-oriented' countries was
by some elements of the other. Finally, even the degree to whichl they permitted inter-
among the group of countries which followed a national market forces to govern their pattern
strategy consistently for an extended period, of economic specialization; etatist countries
the stage at which it was adopted and the du- were far more prone to try and swim against
ration over which it was pursued varied widely, world market tides.
a fact which bedevils inter-country comparisons Examples of countries which followed the
based on common time-periods. 6tatist strategy are Guinea, Ghana, Sudan,

These caveats notwithstanding, it is useful Tanzania anC. Zambia."7 Countries which have
to distinguish between two broad kinds of followed a more market-oriented strategy in-
development strategy pursued by the post- clude the Ivory Coast, Kenya and Malawi.18
colonial sub-Saharan African nations. The first Ethiopia is a country which has decisively
./as characterized by some or all of the fol- switched strategies in the period under review:
lowing elements: it would have been more comfortably classified

in the market-oriented group prior to the 1974(i) a high level of state ownership and in- revolution, when it crossed sides, so to speak.
vestment in modern sector industry, agricul- Both in terms of the number of countries
ture, trinsport and commerce, combined and the populations they contain the etatist
with a penchant for public control over re- strategy has been more influjential in post-
source allocation in all key sectors; colonial sub-Saharan Africa. There are reasons
(ii) rapid Africanization of middle- and for this. The transfer of power at indlependence
high-level jobs in the economy-, involved, primarily, a handing over of the
(iL) a deliberate effort to 'force' the pace of machinery of government. Since African par-
industrialization and a willingness to accept ticipation in the private modem-sector activities
the resultant skewing of the structure of was limited, the inherited state structure of-
incentives against agriculture; and fered the easiest arena for fulfilling both the(iv) a dubious stance towards foreign trade social aspirations of self-reliance and control
and investment, which typically spawned olver the nation's desiya well as the ndi-
inward-looking production priorities. vidual desires for material gain through rapid

Using the first feature for a short-hand label, career advances in an expanding public sector.
this strategy may be termed 'etatist'. The sec- Basically, the inherited weakness of the indigen-
ond strategy boasts some opposite character- ous private sector, especially industry, gave an
istics: early commanding role to the new African

political/bureaucratic 6lites, which tended to
foster etatism. This tendency to view the state(i) relatively greater reliance on markets, as the primary instrument of dievelopment was,

especially international market forces, ftr no doubt, strengthened by the fact that in their
guiding investment and output allocation last two decades colonial governments had
with state enterprises limited mainly to the played highly interventionist roles in the econ-
traditional public utilities and various types omic sphere. I tatisin (or 'African socialism')
of infrastructure which support the directly was also fostered by the personal philosophies of
productive sectors; key charismatie lca(lers like Katunda, Nkrumnlah.
(ii) slower Africanization of high-/middle.- Nyerere and S6koum-Tour6. l'inally, it was no
level manpower, I accident that key elements of the preferred
(iii) a greater willingness to let the pace and etatist strategy (such as a 'big-push productive
character of industrialization be governed b>y role for the state, rapid industrialization and
marketforces; and inward-looking import-substitution) were con-(iv) a tendency to view external trade and sonant with the mainstream development
investment as a source of gains, theories of the 1950s and early 1960s [Leiben-

stein (1957); Nturkse (19.53, 1959); Rosenstein-
Following the earlier convention the short-hand Rodan (1943); Rostow (1960); Scitovsky
label for this strategy is 'mrarket-oriented', This (1954); Singer (1950); and UN (1951) .19
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Table 2. Structure of output (per cent of current price GDP at factor cost)

Transport and Trade All
Agriculture Manufacturing commnunications (commerce) other

, *
Etatist countries

Ghana 1960 40.8 9.8 4.5 11.9 33.6
1965 40.8 9.8 4.5 11.9 33.1
1970 46.9 11.4 4.3 11.5 25.9
1975 51.1 10.8 3.5 10,6 24.0

Sudan 1960 57.5 4.7 7.4 6.8 23.6
1965 47.8 6.0 7.0 14.7 24.7
1970 40.2 9.8 9.8 10.5 29.6
1975 41.2 9.7 6.3 17.2 25.6

Tanzania 1960 57.1 5.1 6.7 .. 31.1
1965 45.8 7.6 6.8 12.4 27.4
1970 41.2 10.1 8.7 12.7 27.4
1975 41.4 10.5 8.5 12.9 26.7

Market-oriented countries

Ivory Coast 1960 43.4 7.1 7.0 .. 42.4
1965 35.9 10.1 8.9 .. 45.2
1970 27.2 13.4 7.7 .. 51.6
1975 26.4 14.2 9.7 .. 49.7

Kenya 1960 38.0 9.4 7.5 10.3 34.6
1965 35.3 11.4 8.3 10.5 34.5
1970 33.3 12.0 7.9 9.4 37.4
1975 31.4 12.3 5.9 11.8 38.5

Malawi 1960 57.5 5.8 5.3 12.6 18.7
1965 57.4 9.7 4.1 8.5 20.4
1970 48.9 14.9 4.1 9.6 22.6
1975 44.5 14.5 6.7 10.8 23.6

Source: World Bank data.
* Data for Guinea not available.

(c) Development experience less than 10o of GDP in all countries. Its share
was usually comparable to that of the 'trans-

To keep this review of experience mapage- port-and-com,,'unications' sector and invariably
able, the analysis is restricted, in the main, to less than that of 'trade' (commerce). There
seven sub-Saharan countries listed in Tables 2- were greater differences in the disposition of
4, and 6. Three considerations have influenced national output (Table 3). Leaving aside the
the ce dice of countries. First, the countries in exceptional case of Malawi, gross national
each group offered relatively strong and explicit savings ranged from a low of 5.4% of market
examples of their respective strategies. Second, price GNP in Guinea to a high of 16.2% in
none of the countries earned significant rents Ghana. The share of gross domestic investment
from mineral resources during the period under in GNP varied from 8.7%o in Sudan to a high, of
review. Third, there had to be substantial re- 24,7/ in Ghana, where the 'big-push' develop-
search available on them. ment policies of the Nkrumahi government were

well underway. With the exception of Sudan,
(i) Aggregate ouItput: structure and trends imports of goods and non-factor services ranged

A base period (1960) snapshot of the seven between a quarter and a third of GNP, with
countries in Table 2 reveals the broad similar;- exports averaging a little lower.
ties in the structure of output. Agriculture Growth rates of real GDP, agriculture and
accounted for two-fifths or more of total value- manufacturing between the early 1960s and
added, with, as one would expect, the poorest 1975 are summarnzrl in Table 4.20 The data
countries like Malawi and Tanzania displaying permit several generalizations. First and fore-
the higher shares. Manufacturing accounted for most, it is clear that on average the market-
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Table 3. Key expenditure shares (per cent of current market price GNP)

Gross Gross
domestic national Imports Exports Import

investment savings (goods + NFS) (goods + NFS) surplus

Etatist countries

Ghana 1960 24.7 16.2 35.8 28.5 7.3
1965 18.1 7.1 27.1 17.4 9.7
1970 14.5 11.6 24.4 23.7 0.7

1972-1974 10.4 11.5 20.1 22.3 -2.2
Guinea 1960 5.4 5.4 21.4 23.2 -1.8

1965 21.1 9.9 25.4 16.9 8.4
1970 20.7 7.6 23.9 15.2 8.7

1973-1975 15.8 0.0 30.0 18.1 11.9
Sudan 1960 8.7 8.8 11.8 12.1 -0.3

1965 9.2 6.8 13.7 12.5 1.2
1970 10.3 10.9 11.3 12.5 -1.2

1973-1975 15.3 10.3 16.6 12.4 4.2
Tanzania 1960 14.6 17.4 26.5 31.0 -4.5

1965 14.8 14.5 25.5 26.4 -0.9
1970 22.6 17.9 28.5 24.1 4.4

1973-1975 22.3 10.3 32.1 20.4 11.7

Market-oriented countries

Ivory Coast 1960 15.5 11.9 36.7 39.5 -2.8
1965 20.2 15.0 35.4 36.8 1.4
1970 23.3 18.7 39.9 41.1 -1.2

1973--1975 23.2 17.1 43.9 45.4 - 1.5
Kenya 1960 20.4 14.3 34.8 32.2 2.6

1965 14.8 12.8 31.5 32.2 -0.7
1970 25.3 20.7 31.8 31.0 0.8

1973-1975 23.8 14.7 38.4 34.0 4.4
Malawi 1960 10.6 5.2 35.7 21.1 14.6

1965 14.5 -0.3 31.2 18.8 12.4
1970 21.9 6.3 35.3 21.9 13.4

1973-1975 23.7 13.1 34.4 22.7 11.7

Source: World Bank data.

or. 1',ed countries had a significantly higher achieved pace of industrialization and the ex-
rate of growth of GDP, 6.9'"/year, than the tent to which the objective was considered
6tatist nations which averaged only 3.8%/year. central to development policy. Thus manufac-
Indeed, Malawi andl Ivory Coast are the only turing in Malawi and Ivory Coast (neither of
two nations in ;ub-Saharan Africa which which gave primary emphasis to industrializ-
achieved growth rates of 7; or higher over an ation) sustained annual growth rates of 13 and
extended period and without the benefit of 10%, respectively, while in (;hana (which
mineral exploitation. Second, in all countries slanted developmiient policies in favour of indlls-
(except Guinea) in Table 4 growtlh was slower trialization) the long-termn industrial growtL
after 1970 than before; part of the explanation rate was only 2.65,/year. As a colnse(lulence,
must lie with the vicissitudes of the inter- while the share of manufacturing in GDP stag-
national economy and the droughlts which af- nate(i around l0f in Ghana between 1960 and
fected agricultural production in many sub- 1974, it grew from 7.1% (1960) to 14.2'
Saharan countries in 1973-1975. Third, a (1975) in the Ivory Coast anid from 5.8%
growth rate in agriculture greater than 3% (1960) to 14.5 (11975) in Malawi (Table 2).
seems to be a necessary, if not a suLfficient, con-
dition for relatively rapid GDP growth. Fourtlh, (ii) Trends in poverty and incomle dlistrihbtioni
there is no apparent correlation between the Systeinatic and inztertemtiporal studlies of
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Table 4. Growth in real value added (per cent per year, at factor cost)

Periodt GDP Agriculture Manufacturing

Etatist countries*

Ghana 1965-1974 2.8 3.9 2.6
1965-1970 2.3 3.9 4,4
1970-1974 3.3 3.8 0.2

Guinea 1960-1975 3.8 2.8 11.3
1960-1970 3.6 2.7 14.7
1970-1975 4.4 3.0 5.9

Tanzania 1964-1975 4.8 2.9 7.9
1964-1970 5.4 3.4 10.5
1970-1975 4.2 2.3 4.7

Market-oriented countries

Ivory Coast 1960-1975 7.3 3.7 10.0
1960-1970 8.1 4.5 11.3
1970-1975 5.5 2.1 7.6

Kenya 1964- 1975 5.8 3.2 8.4
1964--1970 6.6 4.7 7.2
1970-- 1975 4.9 1.6 9.9

Malawi 1964- 1975 7.5 4.8 13.0
1964--1970 6.3 3.7 15.1
1970- 1975 9.0 6.2 10.5

Source: World Bank data.
* Data for Sudan were under revision.
t For each country the longest possible period with consistent data has been
used and then divided into two subperiods around 1970.

poverty and income distribution in sub-Saharan age real income between smallholders and
Africa hardly exist. A prominent exception is urban wage/salary earners remained largely un-
a recent study by the World Bank for Tanzania dented by policy efforts, though this was an
which sums up the main tendencies in the dis- enormous improvement on the pre-1967 record
tribution of income in the period between the of widely diverging trends. Finally, this con-
Arusha Declaration (1967) and 1975 as follows. tinuing gap in urban-rural living standards,
First, that Tanzania took a series of steps which along with other factors, fuelled increases in
were largely successful in preventing the emer- rural -urban migration which increased the rate
gence of an indigenous urban elite reaping high of urban unemployment and lowered real in-
incomes from industrial, commercial and resi- comes in a growing, low-income informal
dential capital. Second, amongst the urban sector.2' Basically, a strongly egalitarian ap-
wage-salariat, while the highest levels (perhlaps proach was somewhat weakened in implemen-
the top 2 3%) have suffered significant absol- tation by an unsatisfactory agricuIltulral growth
ute and relative declines in post-tax real incomiie, record, a miisconceived einpia:is; on shoring up
the top qIuarter retained (indeed, slightly in- real urban mniniLmu1 wages through wage-policy,
creased) its share of the urban wage-salariat pie. and by a pronounced upward shift in the skill-
Third, amongst Tanzania's smalliholder house- composition in the Middle orders of the wage-
holds, those in the rich regions, on average, salariat, in part reflecting successful attempts to
achieved small increases in priP ate real incomes, evade the prevailing incomes policy through in-
while those in the poor regions suffered signifi- service pronlotions and job-reclassifications,
cant declines, indicating some worsening in the For other couintries the available evidence is
intra-rural distribution of private incomes. But much less conmplete. In Ghana, Klnight (1972)
this disequalizing tendency was counterbalanced estimated some narrowing of urban- rural in-
by a significantly egalitarian trend in the dis- come differentials between 1960 and 1967
tribution of certain public servLes, notably pri- mainly because of a 20'% rise in rural inconmes.
mary education. Fourth, the disparity in aver- Within the urban wage-salariat Killick (1978)
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cites evidence to show a worsening distribution Developing agritclture
between 1956 and 1968, attributable partly to Both sets of countries inherited economies insalary increases skewed in favour of the upper whichi agriculture was by far the largest sector,ranges -2f the civil service and partly to a rapid providing livelihood to 801' or more of the pop-erosion ol real minimum wages throughl differ- ulation, the vast majority of whom were small-ential rates of inflation. In Kenya, urban unem- holders. The consequences of policies taken (orploynient had emerged as a significant problenm omitte(l) to enhance smallholder productivityin 1969 (ILO---Kenya, 1972). The preliminary were likely to be fir-recTliing. lThey were. Onevidence from an ongoing World Bank studly on balance. the market-oriented countries wereKenya suggests a pattern of fairly rapid increase more successful than the 6 tatist nations inin average rural incomes since the mid-1960s creating policy frames a ppropria te for exploitingalongside growing land and income concen- the potential of smallholder agriculture.tration. The top 30V of rural households ap- .irst, 6tatist nations were prone to emphasizepear to have benefited most. While the next
30% have also enjoyel significant 'trickle down' agricultural developrta ent over gradualist (orthere does not seem to have been any signifi- agricral devlpe vseragradul (or, 'Iiiprove men t') ones. The formler approach wascant change in the per capita incomes of the typified by the concentration of scarce publiclowest 40T, of rural households. Among urban capital and trained manpower on a few large-households there appears to have been a similar scale schemes and/or emnphasis on atat-sepola-
pattern of rapid growth plus worsening income sored institutional reorganiations of the ruraldistribution between 1969 and 1974, except sored insttui na dur ing t he newltha inths csethe lowest 40"( seem to have sector. Thus in Ghana during the 1960s newlythat in this case re lome gans Furthe estahlishied and mechanized state farms receivedparticipated in the real income gains. Further- the bulk of aigrictultuiral developmient funds,more, between 1969 and 1974 there dores not while the exlen.ion service for srnallholdersappear to have been any significant worsening languisliedl (Berg, 1971 ). In l)962 responsihilitin the rate of urban unemployment or informal for extension work was transferredi fromrl thlesector incomes. And the available evidence Ministry of wogrickiltuc to the politicizedl
suggests that thanks to the nextis of famiiily Minitedy ohanaian Farmers' toncil (li(teiz),links with hligher-inconme households, the unem- Jhich was also given the responsibility forployment in 1974 was not associated with which up coo givend poniblity crdeep-seated urban poverty. Berg (1 971, p. 233) setting up co-operatives and providing credit.usep-seae urban) woverty- Bto show howtheThis led to the deterioration of extension ser-uses Amin's (1967) work to show how the vices thle politicization of credit alloctaions andlrapid growth of the Ivory Coast between 1950 vice tepolization of re pe atrY anliand 965benfite a arg majrit ofthethe antagonization of the peasantry (K'illick.and 1965 benefited a large majorltY of the 1978 (Chap. 8). In Tan:ania, between 1961 andcountry's rural population, including in the 1 967 public development capital was lavishedrelatively disadvantaged northern region: 'Only 16,pbi lvlpietcptlwslvseone-thir isd of therruralpopulation isiow Only5 on a handful of village settlement schemesone-third of the rural population is no0w (1965) which suffered from1 premature mechanization,in "isolated and stagnant" zones, as compared suffered froni premal nechanizanto sixty percent in 1950, and real cash income excessive investment in social services anid annain unwarranted degree of what Dumont has termedof the northern villager has, according to Amin's Ispoon-feediilg' (Dumont, 1969).24 During thisfigures, doubled in fifteen years.' Two recentpoint estimates for 1970 (C'henery etal., 1974) period government policy also embraced theand 1973/1974 (IBRD -Ivory Coast, 1978) in- on the spread of extrnsion services to cash cropdicate a signiificani improvemnent in the national farmers anid achiieved significant initial successes.size distribution of income in the intervening But, in 1967, the economic differentiationyears, though some of this may simply reflect the trdifferences in available data and assumptiorls. 22  among the peasantry resulting, in part, from theuneven advantage taken of thiese services,(iii) Development probhlems, policies anld results sparked a series of egalitarian (;overnmiient inisti-The last few pages have provided some cuir- tutiona- initiatives, including the 'ujamaa'sory information on trends in output and in- camnpaigns, the 1972 decentralization ofcome distribution for selected countries. It is Government and the 1974--1976 crash villag-now time to enrich the account by essaying ization programme. Whie these initiatives weresome causal connections between initial con- aimed at creating a framework conducive toditions, development policies and results. It will long-term, broad-based rural development, thebe particularly interesting to compare and con- prolonged flux in the peasant's institutional en-trast the policy stances of the etatist and vironment exacted a significant short-term tollmarket-oriented countries with respect to the in foregone rural production and incomes. Inmajor development issues.23

Sudan, investment, research and quialified man-
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power resources were concentrated throughout Second, in the majority of the sub-Saharan
the period on a few massive, state-run irrigation countries the policies with regard to producer
schemes (such as the Managil extension of the and consumer pricing, the exchange rate, foreign
Gezira, the Khasm-el-Girba scheme, and the trade taxes/subsidies and controls, and dom-
recent Rahad project) and some progranmmes in estic indirect taxes were suchl as to engender
support of private, mechanized farms. The 10 incentive structures whlichi were biased in favour
million people earning a livelihood from tra- of industrial and coimmercial activities and
ditional rainfed smallholder cultivation were against agriculture. Put another way, these pol-
residual legatees of the agricultural develop- icies turned the domestic terms of trade against
ment effort (ILO Sudan, 1976). agriculture. Thus, in Sudan, Acharya (1975)

In contrast, the market-oriented countries estimated that the incentive structure prevailing
made support of private peasant production the in the early I 970s implied an effective taxation
main plank of agricultural development policy. of agricultural value-added of nearly 300", and
Thlough these countries tended to steer clear of an average effective protection of a sample of
direct state production in agriculture, there was industrial activities of well over 100',. In a simi-
no lack of public investment in infrastructure, lar study limited to the agricultural sector of
research, marketing, extension and credit facili- Zambia, Wolf (I1974) estimated an effective tax-
ties. Thus it is noteworthy that agricultture was ation of agriculture of about 30'. in 1974.
receiving 36Ci of total public investment in the While there are not comparable estimates of
Ivory Coast in the period 1966- 1970, com- effective protection of industry in Zambia the
pared to 30%X in Tanzania in 1974-197$, even average is hound to have been high, given the
though the latter had, by then, begun to shift high structure of nominal tariffs and restrictive
investment priorities in favour of the directly (lIantitative controls. In a detailed study of the
productive sectors of agriculture and industry.2 5  factors responsible for the negligible growth in
The market-oriented countries sustained and per capita farm incomnes in tUganda over a 40-
expanded successful programmes of adaptive year period ending in 1 967, Jamal (1 976) pin-
research in individual cash crops. In the Ivory points wage, pricing and tax policies as chief
Coast specialieed. long-established research culprits. Evidence for substantial bias in the
institutes for coffee, cocoa, oilcrops and cotton structure of incentives against agricultural pur-
worked closely with the 'development societies' suits is also available for Ghana (Killick, 1978;
for these crops (IBRD-Ivory Coast, 1978). In Pearson et al., 1976), Tanzania (World Bank
Kenya, the newly-independent Government internal report), Kenva (IBRD-- Kenya, 1975)
built on the inherited research programmes in and Ivory Coast (Pursell et al., 1975).
coffee, wheat and pyrethrum. The Kenya Tea Ihe main reasons underlying the widely
Development Authority pioneered a system of observed phenomenon of incentive bias against
'tea roads', srrallholder extension and organ- agriculture were as follows:
ization of collection and processing functions
which permitted smallholders to become ef- (i) The perennial pressure for cheap food in
ficient producers of tea, usually regarded as a urban centres led governments to hold pro-
plantation crop par excellence because of the ducer prices for foodcrops below their bor-
nee'd for close co-ordination between the pro- der price equivalents (it should be noted that
duction, plucking, and collection of tea leaves in the great majority of sub-Saharan African
and factory processing to produce a quality countries the state sets producer prices for
product. The successfujl adaptation of hybrid most imnportant food and export crops). A
maize for smallholder cultivation in high-po- similar tendency existed for export crops be-
tential areas of Kenya was a rare success story cause they provided a(iministratively easy
of adaptive research in foodcrops in sub- tax handles. This tWndency was accenituated
Saharan Africa. Aside from these directly sup- in 6 tatist countries for two reasons: first,
portive activities by state agencies the govern- such countries gave progressively greater roles
ments in market-oriented countries usually to parastatals and state-sponsored co-opera-
provided qualitative encouragenment to progress- tives for intermediating between the farmer
ive farmers, instead of viewing them as unwel- and the point of final sale, and the ineffi-
come harbingers of an entrenched kulak class. ciencies and financial difficulties of these
For example, in Malawi, the 'Achikumbe' pro- nascent organizations were typically accom-
gramme provides various kinds of benefits and modated by widening the transport/market-
recognition to smallholders who consistently ing margins at the expense of the farmer, and
achieve certain high standards of husbandry and second, there was a distinct ambivalence to-
market orientation (Humphrey, 1974). wards price incentives to reinforce a pattern
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of export specialization in agricultural raw adaptive research. Food production statistics
materials that was associated with colonial- for countries of this region are subject to large
ism. margins of error (partly because of the large
(ii) The widespread attempt to 'force' the share of non-marketed production) andl the
pace of import-substituting industrialization heavy dependence on climatic factors leads to
(again more pronounced in 6tatist countries) large variations, which make it diflicult to
led to tariffs and import regimes which pro- interpret trends. Nevertheless there are clear
tected domestic industry and raised the cost and disturbing indications that the exparnsioll
of manufactured goods to rural buyers. of food productioni has failed to keep pace with
(iii) Attempts to compress the inherited, and the growth of population in a numb)er of sub-
widely divergent, urban pay structure fromi Saharan countries. In a still larger set of nations
the bottom up tended to raise the average output has grown rnore slowly than effective
level of wages, especially for uiniskille(d labour. demand, which has expandedi morc rapidly than
This rise in wage costs was compounded, in population because of the growth in per capita
some countries, by predilections towards prodluctioni and incomes. Indeed, it is only
overmanning in the growing number of para- because slow growth of incomes (due to a
statal industrial and commercial enterprises. levelling off in the expansion of export crops
The rise in wage costs instigate(d higlher levels as well as lagging oniuestic food production)
of protection for industry and commerce has held down the growth in per capita incomes
and was paid for by domestic consumers, that the gap between the rates of increase in
most of whom were rural dwellers. food production and in effective diemand for

food has not been wider. The FAO's regionalBasically, all these forces linited tle real indices of per capita food production illustrate
income earning opportunities in agricllturil the rvl:fiively poor recorrd in Africa, especially
pursuits. Two countries where suchl tend- when compared with other continents (FAO)
encies were least pronouinCedL were the Ivory 1977, p. 26) (see Tab1  5). One conspicuious
Coast and Malawi (both in the market-oriented result of the slow growth in food production
sample). In one 'recently etatist' country, has been the increased recourse to imports,
Ethiopia, the income opportunities for peasants financed in part by food aid, but also purchased
have been greatly enhanced by the structural withl foreign exchange.
land reforms of 1975 in sub-Saharan Africa's
one country with an archetypally. feudal The extern1al sector: constraints and policies
agrarian structure (Cohen et al., 1976). Given the initial openness of the sub-Salarani

Finally, it should be noted that irrespectiv'e Afirican economies and the foreseeable demands
of the strategy followed, the sub-Salharan for increased imiiport flows, a suiccessfuil, long-
counitries with well-developed mineral sectors term export policy was a :rerequisite for a sus-
(suchl as ZambIia and Zaire) were especially tained development effort. That wvas easier said
guilty of neglecting agricultutral developmiient. than done. The initial export structure of these
The readily accessible rents and foreign ex- countries was heavily dlependent on a few agri-
change earnings from minerals masked the long- cultural commodities. The choice facing most
term need for instittiting appropriate structural countries was whetlher to deepen the existing
and incentive policies for developing agri- specialization further on the basis of compara-
cultture. tive advantage or attempt to nudge the evol-

Both 6tatist and nmarket-oricnted nations ution of export compretitiveness away from
tended to continue the pre-indiependence pat- agricultUral products. A stronig attraction of the
tern of relative neglect of foodcrops with re- latter choice was the very sharp declines in ex-
spect to pricing, infrastruicture and, especially, ternal terms of trade that these countries had

Table 5. Indicers oJ food production per capita. 1961 1965 -- 100

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Africa 99 92 98 96 97
North and Central 106 107 107 112 114

America
South America 101 101 104 103 11
Asia 103 106 105 109 109

Note: These are price-weiglhted indices and thus reflect changes in the qual-
ity (as reflected in the market value) as well as quantity of food produced.
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Table 6. Indices of export volume and terms of trade, 1970 = 100

1954-1956 1960-1962 1966-1968 1973-1975

Etatist countries*

Ghana

Export volume 66 85 71 123
Terms of trade 148 90 94 75
Purchasing power 98 75 67 92

Sudan

Export volume 65 84 80 60
Terms of trade 119 89 97 132
Purchasing power 77 75 78 77

Tanzania

Export volume 52 78 103 76
Terms of trade 123 95 102 111
Purchasing power 64 73 102 84

Market-oriented countries

Ivory Coast

Export volume 29 56 83 157
Terms of trade 139 77 95 79
Purchasing power 40 43 80 125

Kenya

Export volume 25 63 89 101
Terms of trade 154 96 97 87
Purchasing power 38 60 86 88

Malawi

Export volume 48 51 102 148
Terms of trade 111 100 89 77
Purchasing power 53 51 90 113

Source: UNCTAD Handbook of International Trade and Detyelopment Statistics, 1976.
* Data are not available for Guinea.

experienced between the mid-1950s and 1960-- 1975, five out of the six countries experienced
1962 (Table 6), and which was an imiportant substantial declines in their commodity terms
explanation for the ambivalence towards pri- of trade (the number drops to four if 1973-
mary exports shown by many of the newly 1975 is compared Withl 1960 1962). But the
independent countries. The market-oriented real issue was whether, given the correctness of
couintries cast their lot on the side of continued suclh a precliction. these African countries had a
specialization in agricultural exports, with the viable alternative export policy to one of con-
partial exceptioii of Kenya, which also pursued tinued specialization in agricultural exports. If
manufacturing export markets in the partner the past two clecades of experience are any
coLintries of the East African ('ommon Market. guide, the answer seems to he negative. ('om-
Not coincidentally, these were the countries paring 1954 1956 to 1973 1975, the export
which stistaine(d the mnost favourable environ- volumies of the Ivory C oast, Kenya and Malawi
ments for private peasant agricujltuire. The increased five-fold, four-fold and three-fold,
etatist nations, on the other hand were, on respectively, while they failed to double for
balance, less favourably disposed towards both (Ghlana. increased by about 50', in Tanzania and
private peasant agriculture and further special- stagnated in Sudan. What is even more telling is
ization in agricultural exports. the record on the 'purchasing power of ex-

The information in Table 6 supports some ports'. These in(lices stagnated for Ghana and
surprisingly clear-cut judgenments on the relative Sudan, and rose by a third in Tanzania. In con-
efficac) of these choices. First, the fears of a trast, the index tripledl for the Ivory Coast and
long-term (declinie in the terms of trade were not more than doubled for Kenya and Malawi. The
misplaced. Comparing 1954 1956 to 1973- market-oriented coun ries were clearly able to
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generate volume increases whichi far outweighed at independence in 1961 to 90% by 1971, while
adverse price trends, through a policy of con- the total number of posts in these categories in-
tinued specialization in agricultural exports creased by 140%.1 It entailed increasing the
combined with increasing diversification across number of citizen officers nine-fold from 1 170
agric;ultural commodities. The ambivalence of in 1 961 to 9708 a decade later. This remarkable
the 6tatist nations was apparently an unsound feat was accomplished mainly througl inducting
basis for a successful export policy. In Berg's large numbers of existing African school
(1971, p. 227) somewhiat colourful words, it teaclhers into the civil services and giving the
would appear that 'Competition in export governmiiient first claim on enierging collorts of
markets for primary products may be some- secondary-school leavers. One major problem
thing like war, in which there are only the with this policy was that the inherited edu-
quick and the dead'. cation system was better adapted to producing

Finally, the argument that the 6tatist nations clerks than nianagers and .echnical specialists,
did not need a strong export policy because of even though these were precisely the skills in
their inward-looking development strategy, greatest demand as the scale and complexity
does not hold much water. For example, de- of the public administration's development
spite the importance attached to the goal of effort expanded. The symptoms of an inade-
self-reliance in Tanzania after the 1967 Arusha quately staffed public administration showed
Declaration, the volume of imports grew by up in the form of reduced capacity to imple-
over 60'; between 1966 1968 and 1973- 1975, ment policies (especially those which required a
compared with increments of 14%7c for Kenya, high degree of co-ordination) and low standards
54%r for Malawi and 74'; for the Ivory Coast of maintenance and operating efficiency,in
over the same period. As a share of (GNP rulnninig puiblic facilities like rural water supply
Tanzania's import surplus averaged 11.77t in systems, roadJs and health facilities, leading in
1973-1975 compared to 4.4'; in Kenya, 11.7%;. i many cases to premature desitruction of ex-
in Malawi and an export surplus of 1.5' in the pensive capital assets. The problems were com-
Ivory Coast (Table 3). In the absence of a pounded by the discouiragement of non-A frican,
strong export record, the continued high depen- small-scale operators in construction, transpor-
dence on imports simply necessitated growing tation and variotis kinds of repair/maintenance
dependence on external aid. activities.

Depending on the initial heritage of trained
Human skills and economic development manpower and subseqtuent policies, these prob-

lems may be found in varying degrees in other
(i) Manln?ing the government. Tlhe acute countries. Thus, compared with 'Ilanzania, the

scarcity of experienced African administrators, even greater scarcity of trained African rnan-
technicians and entrepreneurs at independence power in Zamlbia accentuates some of the prob-
cannot be overemphasized. 2 6 At a time when lems described above. In Kenya, on the other
most African governments were poised to em- hand, a larger initial stock of people with
bark on hold new development programmes, appropriate skills, combined with a slower pace
the higher-level skills that existed within the of Africanization and a more permissive atti-
boundaries of these nations were largely held tude to non-African small-scale operators, has
by non-Africans. The choice facing most engendere(d greater efficiency in public admin-
nations was whether to 'Africanize' as rapidly istration and services. Countries which launched
as possible, trusting to on-the-job skill ac- major 6tatist initiatives have tended to exacer-
quiisition to copniensate for the lack of previous hate their trained nanpouwer scarcities and
experience or formal training, or alternatively, associated problemis. TIhus, Cliana at inidepen-
to maintain, and even deepen, the reliance on dence was better off with respect to trained
expatriate skills until the ongoing investnents African cadres than Tanzania, Zambia or Kenya.
in education bore fruit.2 7 Given the colonial But the extremiely rapid increase in public-
history, the pressure for rapid Africani7ation sector functions and responsibilities dluring the
was extreruely strong and directed especially Nkrumah years placed insupportable burdens
towards the machinery of governmenit. Most on a smnall, but competent, civil service. Berg
African countries, and especially the etatist (1971, p, 205) has drawn the following lesson
ones, opted for rapid Africanization. from the early Ghanaian experience: 'A large

Thus, for example, Tanzania pursued a very increase in the size and character of the tasks
determined policy of 'citizenization', which inmposed on a weak administrative system dloes
increased citizen representation in the senior not simply mean that capacity to perforrml de-
and middle grades of the civil service from 26'f clines marginally. Rather it tends to set into
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motion forces that erode the whole decision- public investment in industrial plant. Most
making machinery and destroy the capacity to countries veered towards the latter path. Ghana
execute and control'. Echoes of such a phenom- and Guinea led the way immediately following
enon may be discerned in Guinea during the their independence (1957 and 1958, respect-
1960s and in Tanzania between 1967 and ively). On the east coast, Tanzania followed suit
1975. after the 1967 Arusah Declaration, Sudan in

Two market-oriented countries, Malawi and 1969, and Zambia embraced the parastatal
the Ivory Coast, opted decisively for heavy con- mode for industrial organization in 1 968. The
tinued dependence on expatriate skills. Thus, in three market-oriented countries, the Ivory
the Ivory Coast the population of Europearis Coast, Kenya and Malawi, continued to rely
(who play a major role in the modern sector r-f predominantly on foreign private investment
the economy, including public administratior.), and management for industrial development.
rncreased from 30,000 in 1965 to 50,000 iin Thus far the development of succes.sful
1975 (IBRD-Ivory Coast, 1978). Greater African industrial entrepreneurship, whether in
efficiency was obtained at the price of much private or parastatal modes, has been limited.
slower rates of Africanization. Progress towards As discussed in Section 1, at the time of inde-
self-reliance, in the sense of visible, African con- pendence the greatest promise for private
trol over the commanding heights of the econ- African entrepreneurship appeared to be in
omy, was slower. While such a policy was some of the coastal West African economies
heavily criticized in many quarters as neo-col- like Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal. But very soon
onialist, it paid one other dividend over and after independence, these countries activated
above the efficiency gains of a more gradual strong import-substitution policies, includling
transition period,1 By entailing slower rates of detailed administration of import and industrial
promotion for Africans in high-/middle-level licences, which tended to favouir the larger estab-
positions of the government it created less of lished foreign subsidiaries and new government
an 'excessive expectations' problem for future industries and be biased against emerging, small-
cohorts than in the other countries, where rapid scale indigenous manufacturers. These policies,
Africanization permitted swift career advances together with the existing handicaps of the en-
for the initial cohorts of African civil servants. vironment (Schatz, 1972) inhibited the evol-
As a related point, the more restricted govern- ution of private African entrepreneurs. In the
ment career opportunities in these market- lower-income East African countries it was
oriented countries induced fresh entrants to the probably too early to expect a significant tran-
educated labour force to undertake much more sition of Africans from cash farming to industry.
serious efforts toseekremunerativeoccupations Besides, in all these countries the availability of
in non-government activities, such as commer- relatively well paid and secure government jobs
cial farming or non-farm small-scale enterprise. dampened proclivities for industrial ventures. In
In the more rapidly Africanizing countries the the etatist countries like Ghana, Guinea, Sudan
early association of secondary-school-and-above and Tanzania, the emergence of private indus-
qualifications with the virtual guarantee of a trial African entrepreneurs was furtherinhibited
well-paid government job engendered massive by the anti-private-sector stances of government
demands for post-primary education, which, policies.
when met, engendered long-term problems of Almost by definition, the scale of state
educated unemployed (Andreski, 1968). Among entreprenieurship in the industrial sector of the
the few countries which successfully resisted etatist countries has increased greatly. Given
this pressure and held the expansion of post- the relative infancy of the industrial sector as a
primary facilities in some reasonable balance whole and the even briefer history of the para-
with long-term skilled manpower requirements statal mode, it is probably too early to form a
was Tanzania. definite evaluation of African state entrepren-

euirship. Ilowever, in most countries policies
(ii) Entrepreneurship and industrialization, of iniport restrictions, tariffs, preferential access

The lack of a strong class of African industri- to domestic and imported raw materials and
alists tended to confront policy-nmakers with intermnedliate imports, confinemelrt schedules
the choice between continuing with the col- and subsidized credit and equity terms have
onial heritage of an industrial sector owned and created a highly protective framework which
controlled by private non-African groups (in- discouirages striving for efficiency [see, for
cluding both foreign transnational investors and example, Killick (1978) on (Ghana, Acharya
local 'ethnic minorities') or 'Africanizing' (1975) on Sudan). Many of these features of
modern industry through nationalizations and the macro-policy-frame are also to be found in
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Table 7. Industrial resource use efficiency in Ghana and Tanzania

Ghana

1962-1963 1965-1966 1969-1970
Value-added per worker (in constant

1962 cedis) in
(a) Private enterprises 1635 1775 1424
(b) State enterprises 748 690 784

Tanzania

Performance-indicators:
ratios 1972-1973/1966 -1967 Parastatal Private

Capital -output ratio 1.46 1.33
Capital-labour ratio 1.00 1.36
Value-added per wvorker 0.69 1.01
Gross real rate of return on capital 0.73 0.87
Index of total factor productivity 0.70 0.88

Sources: For Ghana, Killick (1978); for Tanzania, World Bank data.

some of the market-oriented countries like queathed a widely divergent public pay struc-
Kenya (IBRD--Kenya, 1975), which were also ture, wlhich was mirrored, for similar reasons, in
more susceptible to being exploited tilrouighi the small, urban non-govei.nnienL sector. Not
transfer-pricing and overinvoicing practices of only was there an enornious differenice between
large foreign com-npanies. But in the case of para- the top, Luropean salaried official (or conipany
statal firms the mnacro-policy problems are com- manager) and the uniskille(d Afriican wag-eariier,
pounded by the weakness of firmi-level incen- bIut the wage of the latter had had to be set
tives for workers and managers, the inexperi- highi enough to attractL rural peasants with a
ence of the latter, the multiplicity and dif- relatively high reservation price into 'perma-
fusiveness of objectives and the transference of nent' urban wage labour. Around the end of the
bureaucratic procedures from civil-service back- colonial period these unskilled uirban wage rates
grounds. Notwithstanding all the caveats re- tendedl to become codified in minimum wage
garding product composition, appropriateness legislation. Alter independence, there was rapid
of the time period etc., the data in Table 7 ap- Africanization of the adniinistrative grades of
pear to support the view that parastatal firms in the civil service. Buit the clhange in race was not
Ghana and Tanzania have performed worse associated with any significant change in the
than private ones in recent history. Further, the pay structure. One major reason for this was
siphoning off of many of the more capable and that it was politically extremely difficult to
experienced senior civil servants to man the reduce the pay of senior African civil servants
growing number of parastatals (ilruited the substantially, when the old pay scales (or even
quality of the government aidministration. better ones) were necessary to retain many of

the ex-colonial expatriate staff in the more
Wage policv anbd its efyects teelinical government functions. And in the

Both the coloniallye-beuL1eath1etd wage struc- private moodern sector. foreign firmils continued
ture and the subse(luent coouisc of policies to pay their predomninantly expatriate senior
had significant implications for growth and staff the same highi salaries as before. 'rhlis,
income distribution in the sub-Saharan Africani post-independence pressures to reduIce the
countries. Pursuing this paper's penchant for nmassive (lisparities betweeni the top and( Oottonli
generalizations a stylized version of these issues of tile urban pay structurc couiltl be acconliio-
is presented here, which piurports to encapsu- datedl more easily by raising the pay scales at
late the salient findings of studies on Tanzania the bottom. This is what liappened.
(World Bank internal report), Kenya (IBR 'I'lere were several significant consequences.
Kenya, 1975; ILO-- Kenya, 1972), Sudan First, during the first decade after indepen-
(ILO--Sudan, 1976), Uganda (Jamal, 1976) and dence the gap in real earnings between small-
some interpretive pieces like Wolf's (1973).28 holder peasants and urban unskilled workers or

In essence, such a stylizedl version runs as clerical staff wvidened greatly. ('onsequently
follows. As seen earlier, the colonial period be- the demand for such urban formal-sector jobs
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expanded much faster than supply and the of education;
positions had to be rationed, usually on the (iv) reduced government savings;
basis of educational qualifications, such as (v) increased protection of the nascent in-
primary-school leaving certificates. This, in dustrial sector;
turn, generated a massive demand for edu- (vi) increased orientation within industry in
cation, where the emphasis was on the diploma favour of capital-intensive activities; and
rather than the content of education, since it (vii) a failure to reward craft skills necessary
was the former which was seen as the passport for the evolLuion of African non-government
to formal-sector jobs; there was no particular enterprises.
reward attached to the more difficult process of
acquiring vocational or craft skills. The supply In varying degree, these policies and conse-
of education increased rapidly, especially in quences may be found in both 6tatist and
rural areas, partly in response to the vastly in- market-oriented countries. A somewhat greater
creased demand and partly to well-grounded predilection towards overmanning in the urban
desires to reduce illiteracy and ignorance. formal sector, a lower level of industrial ef-
Armed with the necessary certificates large ficiency and a higher incidence of inefficiencies
numbers of rural youth migrated to urban and disruptions in the distribution networks
centres to engage in the lottery for relatively serving rural areas may all have made the im-
well-paid formal-sector jobs. As the rate of plicit tax on rural incomes exerted by the struc-
growth of such employment typically lagged ture of overvalued urban fornmal-sector incomes
behind the combination of natural increases in more onerous in the 6tatist nations. Finally, the
existing urban labour force and the growth of presence of a well-developed mineral sector
migration to towns, the result was increasing tended, as in Zambia, greatly to accentliate the
urban unemployment, the growth of an infor- problems of an inappropriale wage structure.
mal sector, and greater urban poverty, all rela- Labour earnings were typically very high in the
tively new phenomena in sub-Saharan Africa. capital-intensive mineral sector andl tended to

This pattern of pay increases for the lower impart a strong upward bias to the entire
end of the urban formal-sector employees was formal-sector wage structure.
not seriously constrained by market forces. In
the case of government employees there was 3 DEVELOPMENT ISSUIES AND POLICY
hardly any 'market discipline' since government PRIORITIES FOR THE FUJTURE
services are 'non-marketed' outputs; the only
consequence was a swelling of recurrent ex- This section draws on the earlier historical
penditure budgets and a decline in buidgetary and diagnostic account to map an agenda of
savings. Prices of marketed but non-traded ser- developrnent 'ssues and policy priorities that
vices (like hotels, commerce) went up. In the are likely to face the low-incomiie countries of
industrial sector, which produced tratiealhle oIt- sub-Saharan Africa in the next decade or two.
put, the increases in the wage-hill could only he The underlying organizing theme of this section
accomodated by increased protection (almost is: given the stage these countries had reached
invariably granited) -which cushioned competi- in the mid-1970s, what are the critical long-
tive pressures for industrial efficiency and term development issues that they must tackle
raised the relative prices of mnanufactures pur- to provide the best hope for self-sustaining
chased by rural dwellers. The pattern of high dlevelopment that helps to alleviate poverty?
and increazsing wages for ilnskilledl industrial In the interests of brevity the caveats and
labour also atugmiented existing biases in favour qualifications are shed by the wayside; to avoid
of calpital-intensive industrial activities. The the fence-sitting of Joan Robinson's famous
governmnnt was often particuilarl)y guilty of 'two-lhanded economist' (on the one hand . . .
granting excessive pay increases to midldle- hvliile on the other . . . ) and encourage the
level personnel. This tendedI to fuel the deman(d crystalli/.ition of some ideas, the tone will be
for secondary ed(uication and discouraged thle much more prescriptive (perhapls even didactic)
emergenie of private African enterprise. than a more scholarly, and agnostic, treatment

Thus the adverse conisequiences of wage pol- might warrant. Before launching into a dis-
icy included: cussion of these critical development issues it is

(i) widening urban--rural income differen- helpful to -et the stage with a set of consider-
tials; ations which profoundly affect the longer-term
(ii) the emergence of urban unemploymiient aspects of many of the development issues.
and poverty; These considerations relate to the (lulestioni of
(iii) excessive investment in the wrong type population growth.
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(a) The demographic setting With continUing improvements in general
health conditions, all those factors which will

Of all the regions of the world, sub-Saharan improve women's ability to conceive and bring
Africa displays the highest fertility and mortality pregnancies successfully to term will tend to
rates; and while mortality rates have been de- increase fertility. On the other hand, improved
clining, there is yet to be any significant change prospects of children's survival will tend to re-
in fertility rates; so the rate of population duce the desired number of live births. In the
growth is likely to accelerate before it declines. decade ahead, the first influence is likely to
Although historical data on mortality rates in outweigh the second in most countries. There
these countries are scarce and unreliable, it is is much debate on the effects of urbanization
clear that over the past two or three decades and education on fertility. Parents' recognition
there has been a significant decline, leading to that they cannot afford education (especially
increases in life expectancy at birth of 7 -10 secondary education) for large numbers of
years between the early 1950s and early 1970s children is probably the best hope for future
(Table 8). Total fertility rates have remained fertility decline. Very few governments pres-
high, in the range of 5.5- 7,0, with crude birth- ently endorse strong family planning pro-
rates clustering around 45-50/1000 (Table 8). grammes, though in quite a few countries ele-
Except in the two small island nations of ments of such programmes are increasingly
Mauritius and Reunion there has been no sig- being incorporr.ted into the maternity- child-
nificant decline in fertility. Indeed in some health component of national health services.
countries, fertility appears to have risen in Even when governments adopt family planning
recent years (Cassen, 1977). Rates of population progranmnmes, as in Kenya, the spread of family
growth range between 2.5 and 3.5'io per annum. planning, as measured by numbers of acceptors,

The continuing pattern of low life expec- does not appear to be accelerating; besides, pro-
tancy is attributable to extrenmely high rates of granmnie activities are still mainly confined to
infant and child mortality, explainedl by the the highly educated ((assen, 1977).
usual featLres of high incidence of communi- Thus the ouitlook for the next two decades is
cable disease, nmalnutrition, gastric diseases, of continued (and sometimies even :iccelerating)
poor traditional midwifery and weaning prac- rapidl population growth. Ultimately, as im-
tices. These seem to bear especially harshly on provements in child imortality reduce the num-
Africa because of adverse climate and terrain, ber of desired births and education offsets
unusually hardy disease vectors and the relative strongly held pro-natal feelings, fertility can be
paucity of countermeasures (Cassen, 1977). expected to decline, Family planning pro-
The health conditions also influence fertility. praninies and mnotivational work may be able to
Where fertility is believed to have risen in accelerate this change but at present, as ('assell
recent years, it has been attributed to adult (1977) Concludes, 'their greatest appeal nmay
health factors such as higher fecundity and re- come from stressing the (true) fact that longer
duction of secondary sterility. birth intervals and fewer births improve the

Table 8. Demnographic data for selected sub-Saharan Africa countries

Estimated expectation of life Estimated crude Estimates of
at birth (years)* birth-rates in total fertility

(Country 1950 1954 1970- 1974 (Clange 1970s (per 1000)t ratest

Ethiopia 31 38 +7 45.1 6.7
Kenya 40 50 + 10 47.7 6.7
Somalia 33 41 + 8 47.7 6.1
Tanzania 34 44 t 10 47.1 6.1
Malawi 49.1 6.1
Congo 33 43 + 10 44.9 5.8
Zaire 38 43 + 5 45.5 5.9
Ghana 34 43 4t 9 46.8 6.9
Ivory Coast 33 43 +- 10 45.8 6.8
Upper Volta 31 38 + 7 48.8 6.4

* From Report on Monitoring of Population Trends, Tabulation, UN l/tCN.9/xix/('RP Add 1
5December 1976).

From U.N.E.C.A. Demographic Handbook forAffica, 1975.
F Trom R. Cassen, 'Population change: current trends', mimeo (November 1977).
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prospects of child survival, and mothers' sur- holders and which enhance the productivity of
vival too'. land and labour at their command (Johnston

In the meantime, economic policy-makers and Kilby, 1975; Hayami and Ruttan, 1971).
must plan on the basis of high rates of popu- Before outlining the principal elements of a
lation growth. Two obvious consequences of smallholder strategy, certain additional reasons
this growth will be: (i) increases in social service may be cited as to why lairge-scale, capital-
spending budgets, which should strengthen the intensive agricultural modes (state farms,
case for institution of cost-recovery systems; private estates) are likely to play only a limited
and (ii) acceleration of the shift in agriculture role in the optimal, long-term strategy for agri-
from land-extensive civilization systems to cultural development in Africa. Such capital-
more scientific ones. intensive agricultural modes (at least, the pri-

vately managed ones) are frequently associated
(b) A strategy for agricultiru with higher land prodLuctivity than peasant

farming. Less often they also boast greater total
For most of these countries, in the medium factor productivity. Amongst their attractions

and long run, the key to more rapid growth, for policy-makers are the ieady accessibility of
swifter alleviation of poverty, containment of their level of production. For example, inclem-
unemployment, the reduction of urbarn-rural ent weather not only reduces the yields of caslh
income differentials, a more manageable bal- crops; it may lead peasants to switch resourcee
ance of payments and a more robust basis for away from cash crops and into subsistence
long-term structural transformation of the crops to assure a livelihood. Estates are not
economy, lies with increasing production in the likely to make such a switch.
rural economy. While industrialization of the There are two principal arguments against
right kind can play a strong supportive role, its emphasis on private estates and state farms even
capacity to generate employment and incomes when they pass the test of static economic ef-
directly will be quite limited for decades to ficiency. Both reasons (lerive from the fact that
come. Thus, for example, in Tan7ania, where production from these entities pre-empts a part
the choice of industrial strategy has been the of the market for smallholders produtlcing the
focus of sustained analysis and debate dMuing same crops. The market may be domestic
the past 5 years, long-term simulations reveal (typically for foodcrops) or international (as
that whatever their other differences, none of for export crops); in either case the issue of
the strategies under consideration offers a scale actual or potential pre-emption is valid. The first
of manufacturing employment greater than a reason is based on equity: the benefits from
mere 3% of the projected labour force by estate production are likely to be distributed
1995 (World Bank, and Roemer et al., 1976). much less widely than those from smallholder
Tanzania is not atypical: employment in the production of the same output. The second
organized manuf, turing sector in the 1970s reason follows from this but invokes the
in higher-income countries like the Ivory Coast mantle of dynamic efficiency. Because the dif-
and Ghana accounted for only 2'r or so of their fusion of their incremental incomes is limited,
labour force. For the foreseeable future the estate farms are less likely to set in motion the
task of providing productive employment for broad-based increases in rural purchasing power
the growving labour force of these nations must that are necessary to bring about a mutLually
rest squarely with the agricultural sector. supportive dynamic interaction between agri-

Within the agricultural sector the long-term culture and domestic industry, of the kind
objectives of growth, poverty alleviation and which has transformede the economy of the
structural transformation are likely to be best Indian Punjab in the last 15 years.
served by concentrating resources and policies The force of these cautionary remarks
in favour of smallholder agriculture. Small- (against large-scale agricuiltLirc) based on market
holder agriculture offers the best opportunities pre-emption varies across countrie:; with respect
for transforming abundant resources of land to their factor endowments and the specific
and labour into output, while economizing on market situations they confront. For example,
scarce factors of capital and foreign exchange. in land-abuidant countries like Zambia and
This is true both for the present endowment of Zaire large farms based on hired labour may be
resources and for likely future technical inno- an appropriate mode of production for quite a
vations. The long-term, international record on few years before the demographic pressures on
agricultural innovations and their diffusion is land sharpen the issues of market pre-emption
replete wvitlh promise for divisible, scale-neutral and income earning opportunitbies for small-
innovations, which can be adopted by small- holder farming. In countries where land is less
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abundant, like Kenya, Ethiopia and Ghana, the works. 29 But the pressures for land-intensive
arguments based on market pre-emption are cultivation are now being clearly felt in many
already persuasive about the limited role for areas. In Kenya 'high-potential' land is virtually
lirge-scale farming units. As the demographic exhausted and in certain pockets landlessness
trends press harder against the availability of has begun to emerge as a significant social prob-
land there will be more Kenyas and fewer lem (lieyer, 1976). Population pressure is also
Zambias in the future of sub-Saharan Africa. being felt in the good land areas of the Arusha,

Kilinmanjaro and West Lake regionis of Tainizainia.
(i) Increasing smallholder productivitly atnd nortlhern Ethiopia and the Sahel countitries. I'he
incomes symptoms of population pressure may be seen

T'he details of an appropriate smallholder in shortened fallow periods and resulting soil
strategy will vary across couintries and across fertility problems. Benneh (1973, p. 13Q)) has
agronomic zones within countries. But sonme estimated that in recenit years in Ghana the
principal elements, likely to be common to all, average fallow period has been reduced fro.-n
may be distinguished. 6 10 years to 2 3 years in the predtiominant

First, the incentive bias against agriculture bush fallow system of cultivation. lance (1970,
present in the policy frames of most countries p. 421 ) estimated that by the end of the 19 60s
needs to be substantially diminished,if not elimi- nearly 40"'' of land area in tropical Africa hadl
nated. This will require hard decisions on ex- become 'subject to pressUre'. All of thisUsuggests
change rates, tariff structures, formal-sector that in the long term, growth in agricultural
wages, retail price controls, and agricuLltural output will come increasingly from improve-
producer prices. Nor will it always be sufficiLnt nients in the intensive use of land. stemmlziing
to increase the purchasing power of rural in- fromt both better hutsbiandikir)y and greater use of
comes through such policy reforms if failures 'technical pack;ages' inludliling feriliier. pesti-
in the distribhtion systems conveying mlanu- cides and improved seedls. Further. whiere popu-
factured, consumer goods upcountry subvert lation pressure on landl has been accenitoiated by
the use of increasedl incoomes for increased a governmaent's 'nuleeation' policies (suclh as
purchases. Hiowever, if these actions are taken 'I'anzania's villagiatimion progsranoucllle) the need
one can confidently predict substantial in- for improvcLd 'packages' andl practices is that
creases in rural incomes and production. That mluch- greater.
smallholders will react positi'ely to inproved Given the enormous heterogeneity of the
incentives can be reliably asserted on the basis physical environment (primnarily diue to dllffer-
of the wealth of evidence from all over the ences in rainfall pattern.s and soils) and the rela-
globe (including Africa) attesting to the ration- tively smiall stock of ie'weaich. vspecially in
ality of peasant responses. Indeed, in the short foo)dcro)ps, the transition to a science-based,
and medium run the anticipated gains from kind.-intensive farmiiing Ntrategy will be a long,
such 'macro'-policy reforms are likely to be slow haLul. 'I'he nee(d for location-speciric adap-
greater than benefits from more 'sltructural. tive researchl is great, especially in semi-ari(d
supply-side' improvements in the technology of zones. Special attention needs to be devote(d to
agricultural pro(duiction, as the gains from the rootcrops and coarse grains, which are particti-
latter usually have a longer gestation perio(l. larly prominent in African food production and

SecotLd, throughout the greater part of sub- conisoiniption (International Food Policy Re-
Saharan Africa, ipoptilationi growth is gradually search Intitutie. 1977). Adaptive research will
indlueing a transitionl fromii resource-based, land- needl to embrace biological clhelical inno-
exten-ove farming to science-based, land-inten- va tionrs such as seed l'crtiliier comibinat ions as
sive practices (Johinstoni. 1(78). This fact has well as mnechanical innovations. There is an
profound implications. Virtually all lst ldils of Lurgenit need to sircnigt heni the capacity of na-
African farm systemis carriedl out in the 1950s tional and regional research organi/,.;tions to
and I 960s stressedl lie lalouir-constmrained gener-aite an efficienit setinence of techinical
nature of agricultural out pUt (('leave, 1974). innovations that are feasible and profitable f'or
but the doubling of the population in the last small farmers subject to severe budget con-
(Iuarter of a century is changing all that. like straints (Johnston, 1978).
all transitions the picture is mixed. There are Nor will the existenice, or discovery, of high-
still substantial opportunities for increasing out- yield 'technical packages' usually be enough.
put by expanding the cultivated area: both For success they will need to be preceded by
through shifts into lower-quality lands and (or, at least, combined with) iniprovernen!s in
through opening up good virgin land through cropping and tillage practices. To ensure that
extension of the rail and (primarily) road net- all this complex infornat.ion is readily avail-
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able to the farmer will require wider and faster- all of a village's land was farmed as one unit.
reacting extensiolk service sys.ems than are pres- This was a fortiori the case for individual
ently available in most c,ountries. Extension peasant holdings.3 1

services are the critical link between research This does not mean that African farmers
and farm practice. Providing for a dialogue be- should be condemned in perpetuity to the pres-
tween African farmers and researchers is diffi- ently prevailing system of manual cultivation
cult at present, but is essential for increasing based on the hoe. There is great scope for
the impact of research on farm productivity and equipment and tillage innovations which inter-
output. Furthermore, to avoid costly errors, the v , with biochemical innovations in raising
introduction of new techniques and inputs yields. The potential from improved tools and
should be done with an adequate understanding implements is particuilarly promising for oxen-
of the full farm system (Johnston, 1978). Nar- based farming systems, wherever soils, topogra-
rowly conceived and implemented innova .ions phy and the tsetse fly permit. Indeed, a fourth
could have Llnexpected and adverse ronse- element of a smallholder-oriented developmlient
quences.3 0  strategy would he the institution and encourage-

With greater pressure on land reso-"rces there ment of oxen cultivation and related propaga-
will be increased need for government assist- tion of new tools and implements. It must be
ance in planning land use (Lele, 1975) to facili- emphasized that this is no overnight panacea.
tate soil conservation and define property rights Breeding programmes need to be developed for
and markets in land as the old patterns of stronger, more effective oxen for cultivation. A
shifting cultivation and communal access give broader range of implements and tools has to
way to sedentary agricult.re with some form of be developed, tested, produced and nmarketed,
permane.At rights to lanu. Governments can also especially if draft animal power is to be har-
expect to play a more signif:icant role in manage- nessed to a wider range of farm tasks than is
ment of water resources. In present-day Africa currently the case in the few areas where oxen
irrigated agriculture is expensive and technically are used for cultivatinn. TIhe integrationi of
demanding. In the short and medium run it draft animal power into farming practices will
makes more sense to focus adaptive researchl also require changes in social customs and atti-
and development programmes on the predonmi- tudes towards the role of cattle and in the rules
nant rainfed mode, including the semi-arid areas governing their access to grazing land. But the
which are increasingly being brought under potential is there. Animal draft power is an in-
cultivation. But in the long run irrigation could digenous resource, and farm incomes can be
have a greater role and some attention needs to raised d. 1ectly and indirectly by a close inte-
be given to accumulating hydrological data and gration of crop prod uction and livestock activi-
beginning to acquire the neL:essary technical ex- ties. Furthermore, local, small-scale manufac-
pertise and experience for the design, construc- ture of a widening range of hand-tools and
tion and management of irrigation schemes. animal-power implements (such as ploughs, cul-

Third, one readily transferable technical tivators, seed-fertilizer drills and planters) can
innovation, the tractor, should he approached stimulate the growth of rural-based manufac-
with extreme caution. The experience with turing activities, especially the growth and dif-
tractorization schemes in sub-Saharan Africa is, fusion of metalworking and other technical
on balance, adverse (for example: Kline et al., skills essential for the evolution of blroad-based
1969; Lord, 1973; de Wilde, 1967; Amarshi, manufacturing capabilities (especially, in simple
1969; Clayton, 1972; and C'ollinson, 1965). capital goods pro(utdction) and the associated
Most tractorization schemes have been charac- expansion of non-farm employment opportuni-
terized by overcapitalization, poororganization, ties. The burgeoining rural wvorkshops of India,
inadequate repair/maintenance facilities, un- Pakistan, the Republic of China and the People's
productive and inefficient use of nmacihines, high Republic of China have proved to be fertile
land-clearing costs and insuifficienit increases in ground for the development of efficient and
outLut, And, in contrast with biologically-based increasingly :,oph.sticated small-scale manu-
innovations, tractorization is typically lahour- fact uring en!-rprises (Johnston, 1978).
displacing. Recent research (using detailed The fifth conmponent of a smallholder strat-
linear programme modelling of farm systems) egy must be to reduce the transport and mar-
by the World Bank on the comparative econ- keting margins between the peasant and the
omic profitability of manual, oxen-based and point of final sale. Principally, this will involve
tractor technologies in the context of Sukuma- improvements in physical transport infrastruc-
land farming systems, found tractors inferior to ture, especially feeder roads and storage facili-
oxen CLultivation, even when it was assumed that ties, and measures to increase the operating ef-
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ficiency of marketing and transport intermedi- stituting activities and against exports. They
aries (Lele, 1975). The inefficiency of parastatal also point to widespread economic inefficiency
marketing and t ansport agencies is a particu- in industrial activities, wlhetlher measured by
larly pressing problem in etatist countries, 'domestic-resource-cost' criteria or levels of ef-
where their role is much greater. Measures to fective protection necessary to keep enterprises
improve their efficiency will be part and parcel solvent. The inefficiency of industrial enter-
of efforts to inc:case overall parastatal ef- prises is attributable to a variety of causes in-
ficiency in these countries through specification cluding some that are simply characteristic of
of clearer objectives and targets, tighter disci- 'infancy':
pline on overmanning and financial manage- (i) lack of competitive pressures due to
ment and worker incentives. In addition, where (l)vlackoofction granteprssures dtlect
relevant, governments could consider imposing heavy protection granted by the policy
some countervailing competitive pressure on une;
the public marketing bodies through allowing (ii) uncertain and chaotic irplementation
the role of private traders to expand. of quantitative import restrictions, confine-

Finally, as population pressure increases, ment schedules and other market-frag-
African farming is likely to encounter some menting devices;
problems of agrarian structure, problems that (iii) scurci of management cadres and
have hitherto beer much less conspicuous in middle-level industrial skills;
Africa than in Asia and Latin America. The one (iV) inefficiencies and interruptions in supchy
large country in which a feudal, landed aristoc- of key supporting infrastructure inputs such
racy weighed heavily on peasant efforts and as transport, power and water;
rewards, Ethiopia. has recently undergone the (v) virtual absence of industrial consultancy
liberating process of a surgical land reform, and teponicydl services;
which bodes well for the future of its peasants enterprises, whicli are frequently the training
(Cohen et al., 1976). In Tanzania, the 1974
1976 villagization programme was associated ground for indigenous entrepreneurs;

(vii) special problems of parastatal enter-with considerable de fiacto land redistribution, prises, suchi as diffuse objective, excessive
and the present system is unlikely to engender and insufficiently co-ordinated government
serious problems of agrarian structuire in the and wean inates fornman-
foreseeable future. The same cannot be firmly intervention, and weak incentives for man-
asserted for Kenya and Sudan. In both countries agers and workers.
there is evidence of growing land concentration. The nub of this sorry summary is not that
in the Kenyan case the greater proximity of the sub-Saharan African countries should not indus-
'land frontier' presages more imminent prob- triali/:, hut rather that certain kinds of costly
lems if the trend is not stopped or reversed. errors and 'non-solutions' should be soft-ped-

alled, while some positive actions are supported.
Some of these issues are now elaborated.

(c) The role for industriy
(i) Import substitutiotn vs import-substitution

Though the manufacturing sector now con- policies
tributes from 10 to 15% of GDP in the sub- A remarkably common fallacy is one which
Saharan African coLuntries, its contribution to says: most early industrial activities in low-in-
employment has been no higlher than 2--3'7% of come couitries will be of animport-substituting
the labour force (this refers to data from indus- nature, :;'rc'for' industrial policy should have a
trial surveys; the figure may be 3 67' if various strong, generalizied import-substituting bias. As
informal-sector units are also included). Typi- noted above, the poverty in logic is not reduced
cally 80% or more of industrial value-added is by the weight of historical evidence. Import-
in import-stulbstitutinlg activities, principally in substituting activities frequently have been
'early-stage' lines like food and beverage pro- economically efficient options in early develop-
cessing, textiles, garment manufacture, wood ment stages in many of these countries owing
products, paper and printing along with a to the natural protection offered by transpor-
sprinkling of very capital-intensive projects in tation costs and their natural resource endow-
cement, fertilizers, metal-processing and pet- ments. But that does not, in itself, justify a set
roleum-refining. The studies cited earlier show- of policies biased in favour of import-substi-
ing the substantial bias in policy frames against tution. In particular, it does not justify the
agriculture also document a heavy bias within heavy recourse to qu intitative restrictions, im-
.he industrial sector in favour of import-sub- port bans and tariff s'.ructures characterized by
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high and widely differentiated rates of effective tion. The second motivation gave greater em-
protection. phasis to intergovernmental policy agreements

This should not be read to mean that there is for inter-nation distribution of some key indus-
never a sound case for protecting industry. The tries, characterized by large economies of scale.
generalized infant industry arguments (such as In practice both themes have run into diffi-
skill acquisition, growth of entrepreneurship) culties, related essentially to nationally perceived
may well warrant a moderate degree of special inequalities in the (listriibution of gains and
advantage for industry relative to other sectors. losses. Based on her early industrial lead, Kenya
Ideally, this should be at a uniform rate (20-- made the greatest import-substituting use of the
30'7( as a rule of thumb) for all industrial activi- common protecting policy. fHowever, over time
ties and shoul(d not discriminate between this became a mixed blessing. As the 'lagging'
import-substituting and exporting options. partner countries gradually import-substituted
There may be certain exceptional cases which against Kenya's early regional export pattern,
warrant greater inducements for special reasons. Kenya sought out 'more advanced' manufac-
Thus the metal-working sector may be particu- tures for sale to partner countries. While this
larly favoured for its special possibilities for shored up her shrire in the regional market, it
skill acquisition and the longer-term capability took her away from relatively simple manufac-
for technological adaptation; otherwise poor tures and instead encouraged a type of special-
countries may remain permanently dependent ization in manufactures in which Kenya did not
on inappropriate technologies imported from have a long-run comparative advantage with re-
developed countries with totally different fac- spect to the much larger and more dlynamic,
tor endowments (Acharya, 1974). extra-regional market (Plorter, 1974). As for the

In granting such special treatment to indus- more diirigiste 'allocation-or-regional-iidtustries'
try, three considerations should be kept upper- efforts, they were almost invariably overtaken
most. First, it is vitally important to maintain by subsequent decisions of partner countries
some competitive discipline toward the nascent not to abide by the initially agreed allocation
industries. Hence tariffs-cumn-export subsidies (Robson, 1968).
are to be preferred to quantitative import re- The Fast African effort has ultimately foun-
strictions. The latter are not only indeterminate dered on the rocks of political disagreements,
regarding the degree of special advantage con- but the underlying economic rationale was not
ferred, but also encourage the growth of oli- beyond question. It has been sometimes argued
gopolistic structures, where a few, privileged that the countries were too similar in industrial
early entrants carve up the implicit rent in structure and stage of development and, in
the restricted market. Second, the notion of practice, too averse to genuine intra-market
infancy as a temporary state should, not be specializationi, for the experiment to flourish in
forgotten. There needs to be some recognition the long run,
of the desirability of future reductions in the Similar schemes towards regional economic
special advantages initially granted. Finally, the integration have developed in Western and
concern with price-interventions should not Central Africa. Two of these are confined to
preclude the development of 'structural' sup- Francophone countries, viz. the West African
ports to industry such as technical and consult- Economic Community (('CEA) grouping the
ancy services, accouLnt and audit traininig, and Ivory Coast. Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal
improvements in physical infrastructure. an(d UJpller Volta, and the Central African

Customs and Economic UJnion (UDLiEAC) com-
(ii) The role of regional comnmoni markets prising Cameroon, the Central African Empire,

The most prominent experiment in regional the People's Republic of ('ongo and Gabon;
market integration in sub-Saharan Africa has their origins date back to pre-ind(epcndence
been the East African (Comnnon Market.32 The days. New on the scene is the 16-member Econ-
experiment acconiodated two distinct imioti- omic Community of West Afric-in States
vations. First, the adoption of a conmnon ex- (FCOWAS) which became operational only in
ternal tariff, with much higher rates for manu- 1977 and whose membership includes that of
factured products, may be seen as an extension CEAO plus Benin, Cape Verde, Gambia, Ghana,
of national import-substitution policies, with Guinea, Guinea-Bissaui, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra
the protective wall shifted from national to Leone and Togo. All these schemes aim at es-
regional frontiers (Robson, 1968); in this ver- tablishing common markets with particular em-
sion market forces are allowed to determine the phasis on industrial development. Another com-
inter-nation distribution of the increases (and mon trait is the diversity between members in
decreases) in manufacturing induced by protec- resource endowment and level of economic
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development: each grouping includes compara- (vi) high transportation costs, particularly
tively rich coastal countries alongside land- for land-locked countries, and/or the inade-
locked countries that are among the 'least quacy of transport infrastructure;
developed'. In order to ensure fair sharing of (vii) weak tradition of Africani entrepreneur-
the benefits of regional development, each ship;
treaty therefore provides for mechanisms to (viii) the small processing margins prevailing
compensate for losses in fiscal revenues due in many primary, processed commodities;
to changes in trade shares, as well as 'develop- and
ment funds' to assist the poorer member (ix) the low efficiency of parastatal, indus-
countries in particular. trial enterprises.

UDEAC, in its present form, has existed for The prospects will, of course, improve if the
about a decade and has, on the whole, been policy bias against exports is eliminated through
reasonably successful. Bones of contention have tariff reform, export subsidies, and free trade
been the allocation of new industries between zones. But since many of the other constraints
member countries and the distribution of rev- are less tractable in the short run, not too much
enues from the Solidarity Fund; both these should be expected in the way of manufactured
issues led Chad to withdraw from UDEAC in export increases in the next decade, except in a
1968. CEAO started operating at the beginning few resource-exploiting activities.
of 1975 and so far appears to be developing In the long run the need to develop manu-
smoothly if modestly. ECOWAS is just begin- facturing export capability will become more
ning to function. Its large and widely diverse pressinlg; in some relatively land scarce countries,
membership makes it the most ambitious effort like Kenya, it has already become so. Assuming
at economic integration in West Africa yet. It population growth at 3`./year, per capita in-
will take strong determination on the part of come increases of 2 2.5%,/year, and an income
the Community's principal partners - Nigeria elasticity for food of about 0.6, Africa's demand
and the Ivory Coast -- to turn it into a success, for food is likely to grow at over 4'.Y/year. With
Preliminary indications are that the scheme is the failure over the last 1 5 years of food pro-
indeed obtaining full support from these two duction in Africa to keep pace with population
governments, as well as from smaller countries growth, increments in effective demand for
such as Togo or Senegal which would be par- food due to income growth have increasingly
ticularly interested in exploiting wider regional been met through imports. Increases in food
markets for their potential exports of manu- production have come mainly from the exten-
factured goods. Only time will tell whether the sive margin. If future food deficits are to be
rationale of reaping scale economies through kept nianageAhle. output increases need to be
market integration will be fulfilled or whether more rapid and to come increasingly from im-
the experiment will fall prey to vicissitudes of provements in factor prodiuctivity and/or shifts
the kind encountered in East Africa. of acreage from cash crops to food. Basically,

rising demographic pressure will increase the(iii) Prospcts l y r t utfrtuh nrexl decxorts competition for land use between food and
It is likely that for the next decade or so the cash crops. In whichever way this is resolved,

maina thrust of industrialization in sub-Saharan the demand for foreign exchange will increase:
Africa will continue to be along import-substi- eitlher to purchase more food abroad or replace
trting lines. The main reasons why ti e outlook the export earnings lost through substitution of
for manufactured exports is limited are: food crops for export crops. To meet this de-

(i) the policy bias in favour of import sub- mand for foreign exchange, labour-intensive
stitution; manufactured exports have to be developed. To
(ii) the small stock of skilled an(d highly prepare for this predictable stage of develop-
productive workers; ment it is necessary to institutie, as soon as poss-
(iii) high wages for unskilled labour (com- ible, policies to reduce the obstacles to inanal-
pared to, say, South Asian countries); to- factured exports cited earlier. Countries facing
gether with the weak artisan tradition, this greatcr pressure on arable land and dinmller
leads to high unit labour costs; prospects for agricultural productivity increases
(iv) the high cost of expatriate technical will need to devote correspondingly greater
and managerial personnel, who continue to attentionl to augmenting their manufactured
man many industrial enterprises; export capability.
(v) a relatively high supply price for Finally, with growing exploration and ex-
foreign risk capital, owing to uncertainties ploitation of mineral resources, a number of
over political stability and exchange rates; sub-Saharan African countries can expect to
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enjoy increases in earnings from mineral ex- metal-working skills, the technical and mana-
ports like oil, iron ore and bauxite. While the gerial capabilities bred in rural workshops can
rents from such resources will bring welcome greatly enhance the development of a light
relief from the foreign exchange bind, countries engineering industry, which is crucial for the
with growing mineral sectors will need to guard assimilation of more complex (and appropriate)
carefully against the problems of a highly dis- manufacturing technologies.
torted wage structure, neglect of agriculture
and urban bias, which have plagued mineral (v) Special problems of parastatal industry
producing African countries over the past two Most of the special problems of parastatal
or more decades. enterprises in Africa stem from an inadequate

specification of goals at the firm level, insuf-
(iv) Small-scale industry ficient autonomy with respect to the policy

The scope for small-scale industry in Africa instruments available to a firm's managers (such
is largely uncharted but potentially significant, as pricing, hiring/firing and investment), and a
especially if small businesses can be induced to weakly articulated system for monitoring and
weld mutually supporting links with rural in- 'policing' performance. Some tentative sugges-
come growth. Among the main lessons for tions for reform include:
government policy are: (i) Specification of simple, efficiency-orien-

(i) Existing discrimination against small- ted goals; these could be physical output
scale enterprises with respect to the allo- targets, but financial profitability may be an
cation of inputs should be eliminated. easier criterion to apply given the past
(ii) Overly bureaucratic attempts to foster familiarity with such signals and the prob-
small-scale industrial estates should be lems of plhysical targeting for multi-product
avoided (they frequently turn out to be enterprises. Of course, this would require
highly discriminatory and not really small- prior reform of the macro-incentive frame so
scale). that financial results bear a close correspon-
(iii) The non-tradeable nature of the prod- dence with economic performance.
ucts (usually because of their low quality (ii) (iven the acute scarcity of experienced
and lack of standardization) of informal- and skilled personnel, centralized approaches
sector manufacturing enterprises, and hence to industrial development should be es-
the lim ted market for them, should be chewed, as they demand complex and de-
recogniTed, and care taken that the domestic tailed co-ordination. With greater reliance on
market is not pre-empted by higher-quality. (reformed) market signals, scarce admini-
standardized production from large- and strative talent can be conserved. Such a de-
medium-scale plants (Little and Mazumdar, centralized approach would be associated
1977). with greater autonomy (and responsibility)
(iv) Private initiatives and effort should be for firm-level managers.
encouraged rather than criticize(l. (iii) The 'policing' of performance will, ulti-
Perhaps the best prospect for the develop- mately, demand political preparedness toPer sm . rpenalize unsuccessful managers. In the casement Of small-scale industry les in fostering ofpbimnplesroigois,cut-

close linlks with the anticipated transition to a of public monopolies or oligopolies, counter-
science-based, land-intensive agriculture that vailing pressure from imports or some li-
makes increa%ing use of implements and tools censed private producers may he desirable.
inanuifactured by indigenous, small-scale indus- None of the above quite solves the conun-
try. History has dcnnnstrated how the rural drum of how to internalize entrepreneuLrship,
workshops of India, Pakistan, the Republic of innovation and capacities for technlological
China and the People's Republic of China have adaptation in state-ownledl-andl-miiainagedI enter-
often progressed from the manufacture of rela- prises.
tively simple elements such as ploughs aind carts
to seed drills, electric motors, diesel engines,
stationary threshers and power tillers. More- . . f
over, production of one or more farrn inputs (d) Priorities for education
has often led to the manufacture of consumer
goods like electric fans, bicycles, sewing ma- It is now widely agreed that education and
chines and producer goods like oilseed expel- training policy in sub-Saharan African countries
lers, lathes and hand drill presses (Johnston, must: (i) emphasize primary and adult edu-
1978). Because of the pervasive importance of cation; (ii) give greater weight to vocational and
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technical skills at post-primary levels; (iii) re- reduction in the number of years of primary
strict the growth of post-primary formal edu- schooling.
cation to be in reasonable balance with man- In reconciling the desires for rapid expansion
power needs; and (iv) undertake thoroughgoing in primary schooling with obvious financial
curriculum reform at all levels. constraints several countries, like Tanzania and

No one challenges the need for expansion in Somalia, are experimenting with the use of
primary schooling. The issues relate to the pace untrained teachers (such as national service
of expansion, the content of schooling and the personnel) arid village self-help schemes to
modes of financing. Since the late 1960s many build classrooms and teacher housing. How far
of the low-income, African countries, especially these mobilization efforts can bring about
in East Africa, have set target dates for univer- lower-cost delivery systems for mass education
sal primary education, and have generally ac- will depend crucially on the degree to which
celerated the growth of primary-school enrol- they become permanent features of the edu-
ments. As there has simultaneously been a trend cation system, as distinct from temporary re-
towards abolition of all fees for public primary courses to cope with problems of transiting
schools (which are usually responsible for from, say, 50% enrolment ratios to 95% enrol-
nearly all primary education), these countries ment ratios. In recent years Ethliopia has gone
have faced rapid increases in budgetary expend- far in instituting such long-term education-
itures on education. Thus, for example, in system reforms. Less trained and lower-paid
Kenya recurrent budget expenditures on edu- teachers are being deployed as part of a 10-
cation grew at the annual rate of 21% between year programme, not just to cope with a
1964 and 1975, by which time they were temporary bulge in enrolrnents. A major por-
claiming 28%, of the total recurrent budget. Pro- tion of the recurrent cost of teachers is being
jections made in the early 1970s saw this share borne by the newly formed peasant associ-
rising to 53% by 1983/1984. In Tanzania, the ations, which, in turn, rely on contributions
original target date of universal primary edu- from individual households.
cation (UPE) of 1989 was brought forward in Most of these countries are also pushing
1974 to 1977, which implied that recurrent ahead simultaneously with adult literacy pro-
budget expenditure on primary education alone grammes. Aside from its basic human-rights
would rise from about 6% of total recurrent aspects, such efforts are to be commended on
revenues in 1974/1975 to 16%c in 1983/1984. the presumption of positive links between liter-

That increases of this magnitude were likely acy and agricultural productivity. However, it
to cause severe problems of financial manage- must be recognized that the resources being
ment has become progressively clearer to policy- mobilized (sometimes on a semi-voluntary
makers in both countries. Thus in late 1975 the basis) for adult literacy programmes frequeritly
Kenyan Government established a National compete with those being marshalled for ac-
Commnittee on Educational Objectives and celerated programmes of primary education.
Policies (NCEOP), to advise on education struc- Furthermore, the concentration on quantity
ture and policies within the specified constraint and population coverage may be detracting
of education expenditures not exceeding 28% from the quality of education, particularly
of the recurrent budget. The NCEOP advised a from the simultaneous efforts to restructure
slowing down of primary-school enrolment curricuila to match education with the pupil's
growth, reduction of the intake into secondary anticipated role in society, which usually im-
schools to conform with anticipated manpower plies giving greater weight to practical work
needs, and the regulation of the explosive growth and agricultural matters.
rate of private, secondary 'harambee' schools. While the need to keep the expansion of
The extent to which these recormmendations secondary-school facilities in rough balance
will be successfully implemented rer,iains to be with skill demands is generally recognized, the
seen. But the Government's seriousness may be political pressures for increases have been so
gauged from the abolition of certain automatic great that few countries have been able to fol-
teacher salary increases in 1975 and the severe low Tanzania's lead in I ringing down the ratio
rationing of promotions. In Tanzania, at the of primary-school leavutrs entering secondary
Government's request, the World Bank carried schools from 36% in 1962 to 11% (including
out a study of the fiscal implications of the new enrolments in private secondary schools) in
UPE target, which outlined a number of cost- 1974. Thus, for example, the ratio stood at
saving options such as 'double-shifting' of 31% in Kenya in 1975/1976 and 49% in Sudan
classes, reduction in real teachersalaries through in 1976/1977.
allowing deliberate erosion by inflation and a Finally, the virtually automatic tendency
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towards free primary education in most of requirements in capital resources, technicalthese countries may be questioned. Given: (i) manpower and organizational skills persuadedthe burgeoning demand for all types of social the Government, in 1977, to postpone the tar-services and the associated growth in recurrent get date to 1991.
budgetary expenditures; (ii) the strong demand Second, it is all too easy to underestimate
for education; and (iii) the difficulty of finding the organizational difficulties associated with antax handles in rural areas which do not induce extremely rapid geographical spread of a freshlyresource misallocation or are easy to evade, it designed, basic-needs delivery system. Since thecan be argued that primary-school fees aimed at late I 960s Tanzania has undertaken far-reaching
partial cost recovery can reduce the pressure on reforms in its health services, designed to con-government savings, without frustrating the vert an urban-oriented, 6litist service to onespread of education or being fully offset by a serving the masses, the vast majority of whomdecline in household savings. Furthermore, to live in rural areas. At the same time there hasthe extent that the cost of educating children been a shift in emphasis from curative to pre-affects decisions on preferred family size, fees ventive health care. This has necessitated root-for primary education may be expected to have and-branch reform of the organizational struc-a restraining influence on the rate of population ture of the health service and the training pro-growth. grammes and supply logistics necessary to sus-

tain it. A recently compiled survey of Tanzania's
health sector by the Bank points to grave(e) Meeting other basic needs33  organizational, financial, supply and distri-
bution problems which are presently besettingThe objective of meeting the basic needs of a the operation of the health service and sharplynation's population is unassailable. The econ- reducing its potential effectiveness. It is tooomic issues, arising out of the fundamental early to judge whether these problems areeconomic problem of resource scarcity, relate transitional or are a more permanent conse-to scale and phasing of programmes and the quence of entrusting a very large proportion ofdesign of delivery systems. Amongst the sub- the final outputs of the system to cadres ofSaharan African nations, Tanzania, Ethiopia lightly trained para-professionals, operating inand Somalia have gone farther than others with a system with very weak medical and financialbasic-needs approaches. Not enough is yet accountability for the use of scarce materialknown about the Ethiopian and Somalian ex- resources.

perience to warrant any conclusions. Tanzania's In any case, one imlpoltant benefit of aimingexperiences yield some tentative insights. for universal access to social services like edu-First, the topography and physical environ- cation, water supply and health facilities hasment of the country have a profound influence been the steady, and welcome, erosion of theon the cost of meeting a given basic-needs tar- inherited urban bias in these systems.
get. Thus, in the case of rural water supply, On the debit side, it would seem that theTanzania's P'ateau formation and geological demand for rapid expansion of social services,structure sharply I.-mit the technical possibilities along with the public employment increasesfor low-cost shallow wells of the kind prevalent that this accommodates, has led to much morein South and East Asia. Insteadl recourse must rapid increases in government employment rollsbe had to high-cost deep bore-holes and surface than in the complementary inputs of materialsreservoirs. A recent, detailed study by Bank and transport necessary to make them effective.staff of technological alternatives for rural Thus in Tanzania between 1972 and 1974 therewater supply in Tanzania estimated that the was a net increase in government employment
capital costs of goinlg from about 35% coverage of some 20,000, on a base of approx. 130,000.
of the rural population in 1975 to full coverage This increase, together withl wage increments,by 1980 would range from 2.5 to 3.7 billion put enormous pressure on the Government'sTanzanian shillings (1976 prices), or from 300 recurrent budget in the mid-1970s and entailedto 400 million US dollars. Expenditures of this reducing the relative supplies of complementarymagnitude would swallow up between 15 and inputs. In effect, the overly rapid proliferation257- of the capital outlays proposed under the of public employees charged with deliveringThird Five-Year Plan, that is from three to five social services represented investnient in scarcetimes the share actually allocated to this head human capital which remained underutilizedunder the Second Five-Year Plan (1969-1974). because of constraints on the availability oftUniversal rural water supply by 1980 had been complementary inputs.
enunciated as a goal in 1974. But the massive Furthermore the accent on free government
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Table 9. Central government expenditures and revenues (per cent of current market price GNP)

Recurrent Recurrent Recurrent Development Total
revenue expenditure surplus expenditure expenditure

Etatist countries

Ghana 1959/1960 12.6 10.6 2.0 6.5 17.1
1965 17.9 13.8 4.0 8.9 22.7
1970 19.2 14.7 4.5 4.5 19.2
1975 13.5 15.6 -2.1 5.4 21.0

Guinea 1960 13.4 14.3 - 0.8 -
1965 15.2 7.6 7.6 -

1971/1972 26.1 23.9 2.2 -
1975 23.1 21.2 1.9 - -

Sudan 1962 10.8 8.8 2.0 3.3 12.1
1965 10.9 9.9 1.0 4.4 14.3
1970 16.9 16.3 0.6 2.6 18.9
1975 20.2 19.2 1.0 8.0 27.2

Tanzania 1964 15.2 14.5 0.7 3.4 17.9
1965 16.8 16.1 0.7 4.2 20.3
1970 17.5 16.2 1.3 8.3 24.5
1975 21.3 20.6 0.7 12.6 33.2

Market-oriented countries

Ivory Coast 1960 20.0 16.3 3.7 16.3
1965 21.3 15.5 5.8 5.2 20.7
1970 21.3 17.0 4.2 7.9 24.9
1975 21.4 17.7 3.6 6.9 24.6

Kenya 1963 14.0 15.0 -1.0 4.0 19.0
1965 15.0 17.0 -2.0 3.3 20.2
1970 20.1 18.1 2.0 7.1 25.2
1975 22.0 20.0 2.0 10.2 30.1

Malawi 1958/1959 8.4 8.3 0.1 3.6 11.9
1965 12.2 18.3 -6.i 5.3 23.6
1970 16.6 18.5 -1.9 10.6 29.1
1975 12.7 11.9 0.8 8.3 20.2

Source: World Bank data.

services has tended to reinforce the 'depen- 1 975). A fee for even partial cost recovery
dence' on government as the ultimate provider could encourage the villagers' sense of respon-
of 'goodies' and to slow the growth of partici- sibility for these systems, and enhance better
patory decision-making at the village level. This local maintenance. It might also serve to re-
tendency was noted in the Tanzania health sec- lieve the financial constraints on supply of
tor study cited earlier, which recommended recurrent inputs like fuel. In the final analysis,
local contributions and user charges on the a priced but functioning rural water supply
grounds that such local, co-operative financing system is likely to yield greater social bene-
would also strengthen the accountability of fits than a free and inoperative one.
health workers to their client population, there- In general, the present limited capacity for
by enhancing local participation. Similar prob- operation and maintenance in many sub-
lems have afflicted rural water supply systems Saharan African countries argues against ex-
in Tanzania particularly severely; lack of cessively fast expansion of expensive social
interest and commitment appears to have been overhead capital structures reqjuiring skilled
a factor in keeping 10% of an inventory of maintenance. Basically, for costs to be manage-
water supply systems in 1975 inoperative and able and operation effective, the evolution of
another 30% subject to sporadic interruptions simple, low-cost, replicable delivery systems
of service, even though 98% of them were in must precede, or, at least, accompany, the
sound mechanical order (Engstroni and Wann, massive growth of social service networks.
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(f) Mobilizing clomtiestic resources greater urbanization the proportion of house-
holds who are not also direct investors, will

As Table 9 shows, both etatist and market- increase. Hence there is likely to be a greater
oriented countries generally achieved consider- role for financial institutions to mobilize such
able success in raising their revenue-to-GNP potential household savings and allocate them
ratios between 1960 and 1975, often by orders efficiently. This, in turn, will require reforms in
of 60% or more. However, the concomitant, financial institutions and more active interest
and frequently faster, growth in recurrent ex- rate policies than have been pursued hitherto
penditures severely constrained the growth of [see, for example, IBRD--Kenya (1975)].
government savings, as measured by the ratio of
recurrent budget surpluses to GNP. Given the re- (g) Formnal-sector wage policies
current budget claims for past development
projects and continued pressure for increased The social costs of an overvalued wage struc-
social services, it would be unrealistic to expect ture and too rapid a growth in formal-sectorW . real wages were analysed in Section 2. Themuch of a savings dividend from the budget. In-
deed, in several countries, unless the expansion
of social services is accompanied by the insti- growth) follow conversely, but may be briefly
tution of cost recovery measures and much recounted. First, a lower real urban wage w'i,
greater local 'self-help' efforts, the government other things being equal, mean reduced urban
could become a significant net dissaver. Nor, rural income differentials. As a consequence thegivn te h l c o b n edemand pull for rural-to-urban migrants would
gi dvenutheehistorical correatin between ex e be reduced, as would the associated problemsture and revenue growth, can much solace be of urban unemployment and poverty. 3 4 Sec-sought froin further increases in revenue ratios. ond, a lower real wage should, in a protected,
Indeed, it may make more sense to aim for a cost-plus pricing system, be assoeiated with
target revene-to-GNP ratio and then tailor ex- lower prices for manufactured goos pur-
penditure decisions to live within that con- chase by rural dwellers than would otlerwise
straint. Otherwise income might be progressively be the case, in other words inplying a redruc-
diverted to an entity with a demonstrated tion in the implicit tax on agricultural incomes
record of poor incremental savings behaviour, exerted by protected non-agricuiltiral activities.
narnely the government.'eetdb rtce o-giutla ciiis

Thus, in the next decade or So, the task of Third, lower unit labour costs in the formalTenerating h adeqate doesca savings musthle ta sector should enhance the competitiveness ofgenerating adequate domestic savings must lie potential manufactured exports. Fourth, lower
principally with parastatals and private agents. labour costs should augmiient corporate orIn the 6tatist countries, parastatals must assume
a large share of the savings responsibility. To a parastatal sluses and reduce government
great extent the measures to inicrease parastatal recurrent butdget expenditures. thus, on lbal-
efficiency, discussed earlier, will help to in- ance, in creasing domestic savings, In an etatist
crease their savings they need not he rhearsed economy an increase in parastatal surpluses
again here. Basically a parastatal savings strat- should not he associated with any worsening of
egy must embrace two themes: one for gener- the urban household income structure, a possi-
ating higher gross surpluses in the first instance bility which clearly exists in the case of private
and another for pros tectng these surpluses for corporate surpluses which typically yield in-
investment finance, insteadt o having thlem come to richer segments of the household
transferred to sectors or entities which use theis distribution. Finally, the lower attractiveness of
Finanee for consumption In pursuing the latter wage eniployiiient should increase the relative
aim it may be worth experimenting with vani- attraction of non-wage income opportunities,
ous kinds of earmarking devices, such as small enterprises and craft occupations.

The role for private savings is likely to re Thus, a lower real wage (and/or slower growth)
main larger. This will certainly be the case in shiould have unambiguously favourable effects
market-oriented countries. In botlh groups of on economic efficiency and growth, and a mix-
countries, to the extent that policy frames ture of effects on income equity, though tle
encourage income and productivity growth of latter on halance are likely to be favourable
units (like farms and small-scale btusinesses) especially in the etatist countries
which combine saving and investment roles,
the inducements for increased effort and invest- (h) Role of externial assistance
ment may be enough to call forth the increases Sub-Saharan Africa has been a particLularly
in savings necessary for self-financed invest- favoured beneficiary of concessional external
ment. However, it can be anticipated that with assistance. Thus net inflows of concessionary
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capital between 1970 and 1975 cumulated to higher income level (US$390 per capita in
$42 per capita compared to $16 per capita for 1976), the countries are among the world's 25
South Aisa and $23 per capita for Latin America. 'least developed countries' with per capita
The returns from these large transfers of capital GNPs around $100 (the 1976 figure of $340
have been constrained by both internal and ex- for Mauritania is 'distorted' by one important
ternal factors. The former have largely been enclave iron ore operation). The five countries
dealt with in preceding pages. Some of the latter (that is, excluding Senegal) have a combined
factors merit attention for future resource population of 20 -25 million and cover a land
transfer programmes. area about two-thirds the size of the United

First, there have been the usual problems of States. While significant differences do exist
country and project tying. While these features among them, they share sufficiently common
generally reduce the real value of aid and re- physical and economic characteristics to justify
duce the recipient country's control over invest- treatment on a regional basis.
ment priorities, they are of particular signifi- In essence, the Sahel countries display in
cance in Africa, where external flows finance extreme form some of the handicaps shared by
larger proportions of domestic investment than other sub-Saharan African countries. Thus the
elsewhere. Second, and for much the same Sahel region is characterized by:
reason, donors need to be particularly sensitive (i) low and highly variable rainfall;
to the co-ordination problems faced by the re- (h) lowith litle nable content;
cipient country in dealing with a large number (i,) soils with little nutrient content;
cipient ounory each deaing with apecialpferee (iii) acute scarcities of educated or trained
of donors, each with some special preferences manpower; adult literacy rates are 10% or
for sectors or forms of assistance; these co- less, primary-school enrolment ratios are
ordination problems are accentuated by the usually less than 20%, and secondary-school
scarcities of administrative/co-ordinating man- enrolment ratios are about 2%;
power in African countries. Third, donors (iv) high transport costs because of the ter-
have sometimes helped (whether inadvertently rain, climate and land-locked characteristics-
or not) semi-autonomous agencies in these (v) very high export concentration in three
countries (such as large parastatals) to line up commodities: livestock, cotton and ground-
support and finance for projects without nuts; and
adequate screening by central co-ordinating (vi) often divisive and hostile ethnic groups
Ministries of Finance and Planning with respect (vi? witen the and oftie nation
to national invesment priorities. These central l w n f o e a
ministries have thus been presented by fait sates.
accomplis on project choice, even when the The precarious ecological and economic bal-
external finance involved was, in principle, ance was illustrated by the drought of 1968-
allocatable according to national investment 1973. Foodcrop production fell between 20
priorities. and 30% below 'normal' levels, necessitating

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, massive emergency food imports. Export
donors have given insufficient attention to crops declined sharply, for example a 30%
designing projects to suit the local conditions of drop in cotton in Upper Volta and a 90% de-
weak managerial and skill cadres and fledgling cline in groundnuts in Niger. Losses of cattle
institutions. Providing expatriate technical are estimated to have ranged between 20 and
assistance to fill obvious gaps is a partial sol- 50% of the herds in Mauritania, Niger, Mali
ution, but one which frequently goes astray. and Chad, and somewhat less in Upper Volta.
More fundamental attemnpts to design projects Tens of thousands of farmers moved south to
and procedures in line with prevailing man- become refugees in urban centres while infant
power and insitutional weaknesses may be mortality and general morbi(lity increased.
necessary for the least developed countries of Surprisingly, the available evidence (loes not
Africa. indicate a significant increase in overall mor-

tality (Caldwell, 1975). According to Caldwell,
'the major demographic response to the drought

(i) The Sahel problem has not been death but migration'. While the
return of normal weather had restored agri-

The Sahel countries (Chad, Mali, Mauritania, cultural production to roughly normal levels
Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta) consitute one by 1975, the underlying problems persist.
of the poorest regions in the world. With the Most of the recent studies of long-term
exception of Senegal, which has a more diversi- development potential in the Sahel countries
fied economic. structure and a significantly conclude that technologically it is possible for
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the region to support its projected population similar levels. Fourth, settlement possibilities inon a sustained basis (which is not, of course, to disease-eradicated areas, despite the currentsay that the Sahel will become a major growth optimism, seem to be fraught with difficultiescentre). 35 The key issues relate to finding econ- at least that is the initial experience withomically optimal approaches and sequences to settlement of parts of the 700,000 km2 arearealizing the technological possibilities. These encompassed by the present onchocerciasisvary from subregion to subregion, but all are (riverblindness) control programme.
based on further development of cropping and To cope with the critical problems createdllivestock activities. They include: by variability of rainfall the suggested long-

term options, aside from the obvious one of(i) extensive and reorganized livestock foo imot,icuebreig food imTports, include:breeding;
(ii) extensive and intensive dry-land farming; (i) storage of excess production in good(iii) extensive and intensive irrigated farming; years;
and (ii) a greater reliance on irrigated agriculture;(iv) resettlement in areas from whiclh disease and
has been eradicated. (iii) dlevelopment of a grain-based livestock
The general conclusions of the studies indi- industry.

cate, first, that the potential for livestock devel- At present, all three are seen as high-cost al-opment is greatest in the higher-rainfall areas of ternatives, compared with the option of food-the south and east, or the Sudano-Gruinean sub- geain imports. This is another way of saying theregion. It is however conditional on the control, objective of self-sufficiency in food poses veryeither through animal breeding or by trypano- higlh costs, comiipared with organizing agricul-cidal drugs, of trypanosomiasis. Second, there ture according to comllparative advantage.is substantial potential for increasing dry-land 1Finally, a iiuajor mechanism for adjustingcrop output through both extensive and inten- economic activity to environmental potentialsive farming. Substantial increases in acreage, is likely to be migration, as it lhas been in thenot necessarily at high technical levels, are sug- past. Previously, this has taken the form ofgested for Mali and ('had and moderate in- semi-permanent migration to coastal countries,creases in acreage for Mauritania. Decreases in principally the Ivory Coast, as well as the sea-acreage accompanied by intensive techniques sonal movements of nomadic herdsmen. In theare indicated for parts of Senegal, Niger and future there may be a greater need for non-Upper Volta. Third, although technically there seasonal migration amongst the Sahel countriesis a large potential for irrigated agriculture, the from zones of particularly poor agronomic po-high costs of irrigation indicate that it should tential to ones better off. The extent to whichplay a secondary role until the costs associated such movements are accomodated by politicalwith expanding dry-land production rise to and cultural factors remains to be seen.

NOTES

1. There is a venerable and erudite literature on and deliberately disrupted by the Portuguese by theirwhether 'feudalism' is a relevant socio-economic cate- fort at Cape Three Points, past which the coastalgory for the analysis of African social and economic canoes had to ply.history. To the amateur reader, the present summary
position on the debate suggests a substantial conver- 3. This would appear to run counter to the Ger-gence amongst conservative (such as Duignan and schenkron thesis (1965), which sees technologicalGann, 1975) and radical writers (like Goody, 1971) backwardness as an opportunity for rapid 'catchingon the point that the absence of land scarcity in pre- up' by the laggards via the innovations achieved in thecolonial Africa together with low-technology, shifting 'leader' nation(s). Rodney's (1972) argunment is thatcultivation practices were the crucial differences, African societies of this period were not in a positionwhich precluded the evolution of European-style successfully to borrow more advanced technology be-fuedalism. The exception was Ethiopia, where land cause 'the most dynamic groups over a great area ofscarcity, sedentary agriculture and the adoption of Africa became associated with foreign trade . .. (and)the plough aU combined to create a land-based no- . . . the trading groups could make no contributicn tobility living off the surplus generated by serf-like technological imlprovement because their role and pre-tenants. occupatiou took their energies away from production'

(Rodney, 1972, Chap. 4). A somewhat similar, anti-2. One such example, given by Rodney (1972), re- Gerschenkronian view is advanced by Andreski (1968,lates to the active coastal canoe trade between the p. 36) in relation to modern Africa, when he attributes'Ivory Coast' and the 'Gold Coast' which was forcibly many of its development difficulties 'to the tendency
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to jump the stages' in social and economic develop- Africa Company controlled between 35 and 40% of
ment, induced by Africa's rather abrupt entry into the imports during the same period (Kilby, 1975, p. 491).
modern economic world. These views can be recon-
ciled with Gerschenkron's (1965) optimistic interpre- 13. Anyone who has lived in a tropical country should
tation of European economic development if one be- have little difficulty in agreeing with this statement.
lieves that technological disparities may spur 'catching For a more authoritative citation, the reader is re-
up' in the backward economy if the gap is not too wide ferred to Lee (1957). The extreme cold whichi is en-
(and certain other favourable conditions obtain), but if countered in temperate climes also affccts human
the 'technological gap' is very large, then the effects of capacities. But little agricultural activity occurs in
contact on the lagging economy may indeed by ad- these environments during winter and it is a more
verse. feasible proposition to design climate control around

the spatiaUy centralized, non-agricultural activities.
4. See Kamarck (1971), Duignan and Gann (1975), But agriculture, the leading sector in tropical African

and Turnbull (1977). countries, cannot be air-conditioned!

5. Thus, in the 1880s, the exports of suigar and 14. Below are percentages of population living in
cocoa from the tiny islands of Mauritius and Sao urban areas in selected African countries in 1960
Tome, respectively, were almost equal to that of (from World Development Indicatots, 1978):
Nigeria (Duignan and Gann, 1975). Ghana 32 Kenya 11

Guinea 20 Malawi 6
6. Such companies included the Royal Niger Com- Ivory Coast - 20 Sudan 13

pany, the Imperial British East Africa C'ompany, the Tanzania 7
British South Africa Company, the Deutsch-Ost- This compares with average urbanization levels of 61%5
afrikanische Gesellschaft, the Deutsch Kolonialgesell- for Latin America, 29% for East Asia and 21% for
schaft, the Soci6 te de Haut-Ogooue, the Compagnie de South Asia.
Congo pour le Commerce et l'Industrie and the
Comit6 Speciale du Katanga. 15. To varying degrees, Somalia, Sudan and Ethiopia

were exceptions to this generalization.
7. Basically, what occurred was that the dramatic

reduction in transport costs brought more resources
of land and labour into productive use and generated 16. This phenomenon was particularly pronounced in
a marketable surplus over and above the ongoing sub- East Africa, wlhere, it should be remembered, indus-
sistence activities. This is essentially a 'vent-for-surplus' trialization during the colonial period started earlier
view of the expansion in trade (Myint, 1971). than in West Africa.

8. Thus the draft animals drawing artillery in the 17. Usually, such etatism was associated with deliber-
1890s Italian invasion of Ethiopia may have brought ate efforts to encourage 'African socialism', a philo-
rinderpest to Africa, which then swept across the sophical viewpoint wvhiclh attempts to combine the
eastern coast of Africa, killing millions of cattle. The traditional, European concepts of socialism with pre-
explorer Stanley's 1887-1888 trek from west to east colonial African concepts and practices of labour-
Africa is credited with the transfer of sleeping sickness sharing and communal access to land.
from west to east, resulting in a prolonged epidenmic
around the shores of Lake Victoria, whichi may, over 18 Kenya, though a market-oriented country, also
a decade or so, have accounted for 250,000 deaths a empte toor'h a ofrindustrializatonth-
(Kamarck, 1971, p. 14). attempted to 'force' the pace of industrialization with-( k 11 pin the common protective policy of the East African

9. South Africa is excluded from this discussion; it Coommon Market.
soon became a special case of a settler nation which
developed imperial ambitions of its own. 19. Killick (1978) draws a very explicit link between

the ideas of these development theorists and the devel-
10. For detailed analyses of these policies, see Smith opment strategy clhoices of the Nkrumah years.
(1976) and Leys (1974).

20. The factor cost data are preferred for constant11. It is interesting liow conservative econom-nsts like
Bauer find so much common ground with radical price estimates because of the internal discipline ex-

Baerfnds-mc como grun w tl radca erted on the data fromi having to build up the G;DP
analysts like Leys, on the extent to which the colonial totaln industry by industryt
state apparatus was deployed to serve the economic
interests of the settler groups.

21. It must be cmpllasiz7ed that in 1975 rural Tan-
12. The contrast with East Africa is striking. In zania was still suffering from the 'backwash' of the
the East African territories of Kenya, Uganda and 1973-1974 droughts and the villagization programme
Tanganyika, the leading firm of Gailey and Roberts launched in 1974, both of which impinged dispropor-
controlled 4% of the import trade in the 1950s, tionately on poorer rural regions; so the 'normal' intra-
whereas in Nigeria and the Gold Coast the United rural distribution should be better.
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22. The estimates of income shares by groups are: 30. One example is the advocacy for increasinL ,ields
and incomes in the Gezira through the mechanization
of some of the seasonal cotton-handling activities, inLowest 40%'o 'Middle' 40% Top 20% whichi some seasonal labour bottlenecks presently pre-
vail. If this were done, it would hiave extremely ad-Chenery et al. (1974), verse consequences for migrant labour from poorer

for 1970 10.0 32.1 57.1 areas of Sudan, who now come long distances to re-
IBRD-lvory tieve these labour shortages, and to whom the seasonal

Coast (1975), for income earning opportunity is vital.
1973/1974 19.7 28.7 51.6

31. These cautionary rem-arKs on tractors sliould not23. It needs to be emphasized that in the search for 31 te auia rearks onmtrator sh adnotplausible. geeaiztos ditntosbewe. hs be interpreted as a blanket recommendation againstplausible generalizations, distinctions between these their use. For certain areas and functions tractorstwo groups of countries are, sometimes, deliberately boast a decisive technical superiority, for example in
sharply drawn. deep tillage of hard pan soils or the construction of

conservation works like bench terraces. In such cases24. It should be pointed out that these village settle- consideration should be given to the organization of
ment schemes grew out of the recommendations of an tractor hire services, which hold the best promise for
IBRD country study of Tanzania conducted in 1959. economic utilization of the machine's services.

25. The estimate for Tanzania excludes most of the
investment expenditures on the TanZam railway. Had 32. For a recent treatment of all aspects of the Eastthey been included the share of agriculture in Tan- African integration experience, see Ilazelwood (197$).
zanian public investment would be significantly lower.

26. There was, of course, enormous variation across 33. The discuission is limited to these basic needscountries. Thus, for example, Ghana, Sudan and which are, in the main, supplied by the public sector.
IEthiopia, were much better off with respect to trained
Africans than Tanzania, Malawi and Zambia. 34. It must be emphasized that migration per se is not
27. Sometimes this choice was foreclosed by the pre- a bad thing. It often represents adjustments in labourcipitous departure of the colonial power, as in the allocation which increase efficiency and equity. lor aformerly Belgian Congo. general discussion of such effects of migration in

Africa, see Adepojou (1977). What is being addressed
28. This stylized version is more suited to East in the text is 'excess migration' arising from differ-
African countries than the West African ones. ences in private and social rewards to miigralion.

29. There might be a quantum increase in such poten- 35. These studies are: (i) FAO, Perspective Study ontial if ongoing research on an anti-trypanosomiasis vac- Agricultuhral Development in the Sahelian Countries
cine and on methods to propagate sterility in male 1975-1990, Vols. 1-3; (ii) AID,Proposalfor a Long-tsetse flies, bears fruit. In the meantime the essential Termn Comprehensive Development Programl for therequirement is for sufficiently rapid and dense human Sahel, Parts I and 11, and (iii) M.1, Centre for Policyset lement in virgin land areas to eliminate and prevent Alternatives, A Framework for Evaluating Long-Term
regrowtrh of the trees and bush which provide a habitat Strategies for thle Dei'elopmnent of the Sahel-Sudan
for tsetse. Regions, Vols. 1 and 2.
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